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Abstract

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a cloud service provisioning model which largely focuses on data centre provisioning of computing and storage facilities. The networking aspects of IaaS beyond the data centre are a limiting factor preventing communication services that are sensitive to network characteristics from adopting this approach. Cloud networking is a new technology which integrates network provisioning with the existing cloud service provisioning models thereby completing the cloud computing picture by addressing the networking aspects. In cloud networking, shared network resources are virtualized, and provisioned to customers and end-users on-demand in an elastic fashion. This technology allows various kinds of optimization, e.g., reducing latency and network load. Further, this allows service providers to provision network performance guarantees as a part of their service offering. However, this new approach introduces new security challenges. Many of these security challenges are addressed in the CloNe security architecture.

This thesis presents a set of potential techniques for securing different resource in a cloud network environment which are not addressed in the existing CloNe security architecture. The thesis begins with a holistic view of the Cloud networking, as described in the Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) project, along with its proposed architecture and security goals. This is followed by an overview of the problems that need to be solved and some of the different methods that can be applied to solve parts of the overall problem, specifically a comprehensive, tightly integrated, and multi-level security architecture, a key management algorithm to support the access control mechanism, and an intrusion detection mechanism. For each method or set of methods, the respective state of the art is presented. Additionally, experiments to understand the performance of these mechanisms are evaluated on a simple cloud network test bed.

The proposed key management scheme uses a hierarchical key management approach that provides fast and secure key update when member join and member leave operations are carried out. Experiments show that the proposed key management scheme enhances the security and increases the availability and integrity.

A newly proposed genetic algorithm based feature selection technique has been employed for effective feature selection. Fuzzy SVM has been used on the data set for effective classification. Experiments have shown that the proposed genetic based feature selection algorithm reduces the number of features and hence decreases the classification time, while improving detection accuracy of the fuzzy SVM classifier by minimizing the conflicting rules that may confuse the classifier. The main advantages of this intrusion detection system are the reduction in false positives and increased security.
Sammanfattning


Den föreslagna nyckelhantering system använde en hierarkisk nyckelhantering strategi som ger snabb och säker viktig uppdatering när medlemmar ansluta sig till och medlemmarna lämnar utförs. Försöksresultat visar att den föreslagna nyckelhantering system ökar säkerheten och ökar tillgänglighet och integritet.

En nyligen föreslagna genetisk algoritmer baserad funktion val teknik har använts för effektiv funktion val. Fuzzy SVM har använts på de uppgifter som för effektiv klassificering. Föröks har visat att den föreslagna genetiska baserad funktion selektionsalgoritmen minskar antalet funktioner och därmed minskar klassificering tiden, och samtidigt förbättra upptäckt nögrannhet fuzzy SVM klassificeraren genom att minimera de motsäende regler som kan förvirra klassificeraren. De främsta fördelarna med detta intrångsdetekteringssystem är den minskning av falska positiva och ökad säkerhet.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing has gained remarkable popularity in the recent years among a wide range of consumers, ranging from small start-ups to multinational companies. The advantages of deploying and running applications in the cloud are manifold: lower costs through use of shared computing resources, no upfront infrastructure costs, and on-demand provisioning of computing nodes to fit transient requirements. Thus, for applications that show a high degree of variable demand for resources, the cloud computing model offers an efficient and cost-effective method to provide the resources used, while minimizing economic cost. Virtualization within data centres has been a key enabler by allowing the dynamic provisioning of computing resources. However, virtualization benefits are limited by poor network flexibility which can lead to underutilization of computing resources during peak loads. It is obvious that the perceived performance of most applications running in the cloud should depend heavily on the network connections between both the different cloud sites and between the users and the cloud. [3]

Applications with interactive and bandwidth hungry characteristics are a good example of the applications which face problems due to their network communications. As these applications increasingly move to the cloud, more will be demanded from existing networks in terms of better service, for example capacity (as it is likely more data that will be sent across network links), quality (low delay for interactive applications), and availability. Cloud applications may demand a network that is more flexible, since applications and entire clusters of servers can be moved to another data centre and hence existing networking pipes need to be re-plumbed. Existing technology provides the allocation of computing resources in the cloud in a dynamic and rapid fashion, but the network connections to these resources are more or less statically configured by network operators [3]. The SAIL project addresses cloud networking as a combination of management for cloud computing and managing the vital networking capabilities between distributed cloud resources in order to improve the management of both. Since Cloud Networking integrates cloud computing deeply into networks, for efficient network operations and service awareness, it must provide on-demand guaranteed network resources within a time span that is compatible with the allocation of computing resources in a cloud today [2].

1.1 Central goals of this thesis project

This thesis project is primarily focused on Cloud Networking Security. The project has the following goals:

- Extend and concretize the already existing (albeit high-level) security architecture proposed for SAIL, and to compare the CloNe architecture with existing cloud security architectures.
- Propose an enhanced distributed key management protocol and evaluate it in a simple cloud test bed.
- Propose an enhanced intrusion detection system and evaluate it in a simple cloud test bed.

1.2 Organisation of this report

This report is organised as follows Chapter 2 presents the basic concepts of cloud networking and the virtualization technologies supporting cloud networking. This is followed by a description of the Cloud Networking (CloNe) architecture in more detail, with special emphasis on the roles, interfaces, distinction between single and cross-domain infrastructures, and the resources involved in the CloNe provisioning model. This chapter also elaborates on the core networking technologies in CloNe, and the Flash Network Slice (FNS) concept, which has been introduced as a part of the CloNe paradigm. Chapter 2 concludes by describing the security challenges in a cloud
networking environment. Chapter 3 starts with the related work regarding the different components which would be developed as a part of the thesis work. The chapter starts with the related work regarding existing security architectures and their comparison with the CloNe security architecture. This is followed by related work in access control mechanisms and key management methodologies, with the focus on the security goal translation for cloud networks. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the proposed architecture. Chapter 5 describes the implementation, followed by testing of the implemented module in chapter 6. Chapter 7 analyses the proposed key management mechanism. Chapter 8 gives an overview of the Intrusion Detection module - which is part of this thesis project and was submitted as a conference paper. (The paper will be included as an appendix.) Chapter 9 presents some conclusions from this work and suggests some future work.
2 Concepts of Cloud Networking Technology

This chapter provides some background regarding the virtualized network resource provisioning model, which is the core of the CloNe architecture. Moreover, the chapter also covers the virtualization technologies used to realize the architecture. More specifically, details are provided regarding the CloNe architecture, core technologies used to implement CloNe, the FNS concept, and flow-based networking.

2.1 Virtualized network resource provisioning

Today’s implementation of cloud infrastructures is built on server virtualization [4] [5] [6], network virtualization (programmable transport networks [7] [8] [9] [10]), and storage virtualization like Amazon’s Elastic Block Store [11]. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) management systems deploy and manage virtual machines, networks, and data stores upon demand by the customer, thus enabling a dynamically changeable infrastructure topology. These virtualization techniques are in such demand that standard server chip sets by vendors such as Intel included technology to improve the efficiency of virtualization (VT-x [12]).

With continuing economic uncertainty and high levels of business risk, enterprises have focused on flexibility and renewed business agility. According to Forrester research [14], IaaS is the area of cloud computing that currently receives the most market attention- with more than 26% of enterprises planning to adopt IaaS via an external provider. The IaaS business model drives infrastructure providers towards a centralised architecture with deployment of very large data centres that optimize a combination of low cost in land, power, and labour. This combination results in the lowest cost for the provider. However, the business requirements bring in opposite factors. From a regulatory perspective, the data centre’s location determines in part the legal jurisdiction that applies to hosted services (e.g., USA Patriot Act [11]). The use of the services can restrict their location or transfer of data (e.g., EU Data Protection Law [12]). From a technical perspective, multiple geographical locations maybe required for reliability and disaster tolerance. As disaster tolerance requires replicating services in geographically diverse sites. As a result of these factors, today's cloud infrastructure providers typically operate a few very large data centres. These data centres are usually located in a small number of carefully selected geographical locations.

Connectivity between data centres owned by a single provider is usually implemented by leased virtual networks providing static, but guaranteed quality of service to the IaaS owner. Connectivity between an IaaS user and the data centre is generally handled by the Internet. Hence the user's network experience is based on access to a shared medium, which is not under the control of cloud providers. It is possible to dynamically scale the infrastructure implemented by an IaaS provider at low cost. However, it is hard to provide low cost dynamically scalable connectivity to that infrastructure - as networking is relatively speaking more expensive than storage or computing. To provide greater security, IaaS providers have recently added VPN tunnelling connectivity for their customers using protocols such as IPSec (e.g., as used in Amazon’s Virtual Private Cloud [17]). This enables the creation of an Information Technology (IT) infrastructure in the cloud that is connected to the site network of an enterprise, thus enabling the enterprise to use their own IP address space and network services across both their site network and the cloud extension of this network. Network limitations such as bandwidth, jitter, and latency offered by their Internet service provider and the lack of support for dynamic provisioning of network capacity are some of the issues that need to be addressed.
Applications such as large scale simulations, graphics rendering, on-line web services, and hosted IT systems are currently deployed in cloud environments since these are well suited applications for this architecture. Where sensitivity to network performance is an issue, such as content delivery [18], it is still necessary for the service provider to own the infrastructure or to enter into a long term contractual agreement with the infrastructure provider. The network components and topology of these services are generally not very dynamic.

2.2 Virtualization technology supporting Cloud Networking

Network virtualization brings a missing piece to the cloud computing puzzle. Virtual networks are not new in themselves. In [19], Mosharaf, Chowdhury, and Raouf Boutaba survey the technologies used at various layers to provide virtual networks. A number of network virtualization architectures and frameworks have been proposed in the literature, including VINI [20], CABO [21], 4WARD VNet [22], and FEDERICA [23] to offer customised virtual networks with end-to-end control by the cloud provider.

The possibility to specify and instantiate networks on demand and within a useful time period is one of the great advantages of network virtualization. Virtual networks can be created to meet different requirements, such as providing a specified bandwidth, meeting a specific end-to-end delay bound, offering a particular set of security features, and must support a selected set of protocols. Network virtualization introduces other advantages, such as the ability to reconfigure the network in real-time without losing connectivity, to change the physical path, or even to move one or more virtual nodes from one place to another [24]. Cloud networking enables network virtualization beyond the data centre bringing two new aspects to conventional cloud computing: the ability to connect the user to services in the cloud and the ability to interconnect services that are geographically distributed across different cloud infrastructures. Cloud networking users can specify their required virtual networking and computing infrastructure and the desired networking properties that they require in order to access these resources. Cloud networking users can specify how their infrastructure should be distributed in space and how it should be interconnected. These users should be able to do this dynamically, on-demand, and through a single control interface in a similar fashion to which they can manage virtual machines in a cloud.

The development of cloud computing has also encouraged the automation of services. Applications which run in a cloud environment can be programmed to monitor their own resource usage and depending on the load (or pattern of the load) they can dynamically scale themselves without the intervention of a human operator. Similarly, IaaS management systems intelligently optimise the use of available physical resources by automatically deploying and migrating virtual machines. Introduction of virtual networks to the same control plane (i.e., the same management system) will enable both the providers and users to make optimisation decisions based on network conditions as well as the factors that they currently consider. Moreover, as the variety of applications running in the cloud increases new requirements are introduced due to these applications. In most cases it may be better to deploy processing and storage operations distributed across a network, preferably bring the critical resources, closer to the user, rather than utilizing a centralised processing and storage facility. Network impairments, such as latency and jitter may hinder the real-time execution of certain cloud applications in a centralised infrastructure. Depending on the usage patterns, servers within a certain network delay bound of the user must be utilized, thus limiting these servers to be those located within a certain geographical region. As a result having a geographically distributed cloud enables greater control over the user's experience.

Virtual desktop services and content distribution services are examples of this class of virtual applications that may need to be located near to the user in a network delay sense. Offering a wider range of trade-offs between costs and performance requirements requires a wider range of deployment options. To enable these new possibilities, it is important to understand the security
requirements and to build appropriate mechanisms into the technologies we develop. Security is a major factor influencing the acceptance of cloud computing in real world deployments, especially when sensitive information will be processed and stored in the cloud. When establishing Service level agreements (SLAs), the critical areas of focus such as storage and computing in the cloud must built upon existing well defined IT security guidance [25]. From a cloud user's perspective security topics can be divided into application security, infrastructure and platform security, compliance, and governance [26]. The strength of a solution which addresses these topics can be evaluated based upon which security objectives are met, who is allowed to do what (authentication & authorisation), how are system elements and data protected (availability, confidentiality & integrity), how can the requirements of security policies be validated and checked (auditing), and how can the cloud provider prevent others from misusing the resources and prevent forbidden operations (misuse protection). On one hand, cloud networking adds another layer of security challenges to the existing cloud computing security issues, arising from additional networking capabilities. While on the other hand, cloud networking has the potential to control the existing cloud computing deployment models, thus solving other security problems which otherwise might negatively impact the acceptance of this technology.

2.3 CloNe Architecture

The CloNe high level architecture consists of four parts: a three layer model, a set of roles, a set of interfaces by which these roles interact, and a set of management functions in which these roles participate [1]. This model is a framework for portraying the virtual infrastructure relative to three different view-points namely roles, interfaces, and management functions. This section describes each of these parts.

Figure 1 illustrates the CloNe architecture [1]. An administrative domain is a collection of virtual or physical resources that is under the management of a single administrative authority. An infrastructure may span multiple administrative domains, but a virtual infrastructure exists within a single administrative domain. Three different administrative domains are shown in Figure 1. The resource, single-domain infrastructure, and cross-domain infrastructure are the three different views on which different roles, interfaces, and functions relate. The management of virtual resources and the construction of the three layer model are influenced by the way authority is distributed over administrative domains.

2.3.1 Resources

A virtual resource is an abstract representation of an element of the virtual infrastructure such as a logical volume on a block device or a virtual machine. A virtual resource is always located within the limits of a single administrative domain. The resource layer consists of the computing, storage, and network resources as virtual entities. Each of these different types of resources is generally managed by different sub-systems. Resources have identity properties and status. Resources may also have connections to other resources within a single administrative domain. A property is an externally determined attributed such as a networking address space for a sub-net or memory size for a virtual machine. A status is internally determined and it reflects the condition of a virtual resource: a life cycle stage or an error condition.

A virtual resource can be created dynamically, managed, and destroyed. The control actions typically are carried out by a subsystem such as a storage device manager, a storage array control system, or the management interface of a virtual machine hypervisor. Virtual resources within one administrative domain are often connected to other virtual resources of the same administrative domain, thus a virtual machine may be connected to a storage device, and/or virtual network. These connections establish relationships. The condition of this relationship can be validated if the virtual resource can be correctly established with its own rights or if the relationship depends on
the properties and status of the related virtual resources. Although a virtual resource will be managed by the management interface of a single administrative domain, it may have connections with virtual resources in other administrative domains.

Figure 1: High-level CloNe architecture
2.3.3 Single-Domain Infrastructure

A single-domain infrastructure consists of a group of virtual resources managed by a management interface, collectively within a single administrative domain. The relationships between these virtual resources determine the topology of the infrastructure and constrain their combined management behaviour. Within a single administrative domain the administrative authority has full knowledge about all the available virtual resources and other virtualization capabilities at any time.

A single administrative domain infrastructure can dynamically be created, updated, managed, and destroyed. Mapping between the single-domain infrastructure and the underlying equipment can be determined at this layer by the administrative authority. This mapping can take into account the group allocation and can be used to provide optimal placement of virtual resources relative to each other. For example for optimal network performance a Virtual Machine (VM) might need to be running in a particular location. Moreover technology selections can be made at this layer. A VM could be executed on a choice of the type of servers these could be characterized by having different processor chips or different memory sizes enabling different performance trade-offs; a disk volume could be placed on a local storage device or be located in a network attached storage service; a network connection could be mapped to an open shared network or an isolated VPN tunnel. Optimal placement and the choice of the most preferred technology will depend for the most part on private policies of the administrative authority for each domain.

2.3.4 Cross-Domain Infrastructure

A cross-domain infrastructure consists of a number of virtual resources managed individually by management interfaces collectively across multiple administrative domains. A cross-domain infrastructure can be partitioned into multiple single-domain infrastructures. A single domain infrastructure may contain resources that have connections with virtual resources in other single administrative-domain infrastructures, thus interconnecting the virtual infrastructures and determining the topology of the cross-domain infrastructure. A cross-domain infrastructure is managed by multiple administrative authorities. In contrast to a single-domain infrastructure, the state of underlying equipment and virtualization capabilities is unlikely to be completed shared beyond a single administrative domain’s boundaries. To allow cross-domain management there needs to be interfaces via which resource virtualization can be negotiated. Via these interfaces, the authorities of the different administrative domains may exchange information that they are willing to share about resources in their domain in order to facilitate cross-domain virtualization optimization. A cross-domain infrastructure can be created, updated, managed, and destroyed. Partitioning of the virtual infrastructure into administrative domains can be performed at this level based on the capabilities of the administrative domains and their interconnection. Properties and connections of the virtual resources and properties of the virtual infrastructure as a collection will also influence this partitioning. The resulting hierarchical structure of interfaces is shown in Figure 2.

2.3.5 Roles

In the SAIL architecture we broadly divide each user entity into roles. The three roles that are assumed here are:

1. **An Administrator** has the administrative authority over underlying the virtual or physical resources. This administrator can use management systems to configure and manage all of these resources within their administrative domain.

2. **An Infrastructure Service User** accesses the infrastructure services in order to create, examine, modify, and destroy virtual resources.
3. **An Infrastructure Service Provider** provides the infrastructure service that may be used by an Administrator to give access to an infrastructure service user so that this user can in turn create, examine, modify, and destroy virtual resources.

### 2.3.6 Interfaces

Three types of interfaces are considered for these different roles. These interfaces are: (1) Resource administration interfaces, (2) Distributed control plane, and (3) Infrastructure service interface.

The resource administration interfaces implement the management functions used by the administrator to create, manage, and destroy virtual resources within their own administrative domain. These interfaces are realized by the management interfaces of some virtualization technology; hence usually they are implementation specific. These interfaces provide information about the underlying infrastructure including the technologies used, so that the administrator can decide how these resources should be managed efficiently and what information needs to be passed through these interfaces. Each interface can take specific configuration details from an administrator (concerning specific compute, storage, or network resources) and configure these resources according to the infrastructure service user's requirements. These resource administration interfaces are further divided into computing Resource Interface, Storage Resource Interface, and Network Resource Interface.

1. **Compute Resource Interface**: This interface can be used to perform the following operations on VMs: Create/Start/Delete/Suspend/Stop, selects the Software OS and execution environment will be executed on a given VM.

2. **Storage Resource Interface**: Different types of storage (ranging from traditional servers, Storage area network (SAN) or storage in the network nodes) is managed via this interface.

3. **Network Resource Interface**: This management interface will have an overall view of the underlying network. An isolated path through the network can be allocated for users with special needs for specific parameters such as jitter and bandwidth. This network resource interface has a centralised knowledge about the whole network infrastructure under control of an administrator.
Figure 2: Hierarchical interaction between the CloNe interfaces
2.3.7 Distributed Control Plane

The Distributed Control Plane (DCP) describes the collection of protocols, interfaces, and control operations that enable more than one infrastructure service providers to interact and exchange cross administrative domain information. As a result the DCP is located at the cross-domain infrastructure layer. For example, if two neighbouring administrative domain want to implement a network link between their domains, then both of them need to know how they are connected to each other (network edges, technologies, negotiating protocols, and other parameters). Similarly, two infrastructure services may need to interact to coordinate a management operation [1]. Communication between domains on via DCP need not be synchronous. The configuration of a domain if needed can be passed to others depending on the specific relationship with these other domains and the technologies used. The specific protocols used will depend on the relationship between domains and technology used in the domains. However, generic message passing can be employed to communicate the common parameters.

2.3.8 Infrastructure service

The infrastructure service is one of the most fundamental parts of the CloNe architecture. The infrastructure service provides a set of interfaces that enable the creation, monitoring, and management of virtual infrastructures provided by the infrastructure service provider role and accessed by the infrastructure service user role.

In SAIL [1] we assume that a user request to the infrastructure service will be made using a high level description language. The objective of using such a language is that the specified high level goal can be used to form the system service level agreements. These SLAs will be broken down automatically by the system to realize low level control actions.

2.4 Networking Technologies in CloNe

The unification of cloud computing and virtualized network provisioning introduces the need for new management functions. Unfortunately, the generic lack of predictability of the cloud, coupled with ever increasing network complexity has decreased the overall dependability levels of cloud systems. Networking, specifically for the cloud, has its own set of problems. These include equipment heterogeneity, resource management, varied degrees of access to underlying network information, fast and timely reconfiguration (with most of these problems related to virtualization), and/or interoperability challenges.

The focus of a cloud network is to ensure more agile network models, as compared to previous static networks, and to deploy them at a lower cost. At best, a network custom made for the cloud should support the cloud infrastructure’s required characteristics, for example it should be dynamic, allowing on demand creation and migration of IT resources, thereby improving the overall quality and performance (i.e., offering higher throughput, reduced jitter, and low latency). Both local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs) should be considered when building the underlying network for cloud systems. The design of networks for cloud systems has increased complexity due to the use of virtual servers, since virtual servers allow dynamic creation, configuration, and deletion of virtual machines, which otherwise would be more a static process. LANs customized for the cloud will probably exploit Ethernet as the single data centre switching fabric, eventually displacing technologies such as fibre channel that are used today for storage networking. To improve server-to-server communications, the conventional three-tier data centre networks can be re-engineered to create two-tiers: an access layer and the core/aggregation layer. This two tier model can improve network performance (such as reducing the total number of hops between servers, or by efficiently prioritizing different types of traffic due to its centric nature.
A typical two-tier network supports the server virtualization topologies, by using technologies like VLANs and VxLANs [16]. These virtual LANs may be extended throughout the data centre, to support dynamic VM migration at layer 2. Networking requirements for virtual servers built on top of multi-core physical servers can exceed the capacity of Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and multi-GbE aggregated links. Multiple virtual servers that maybe running on a single processor, hence with the increase in total number of cores in the underlying physical server the result is a proportional increase in the I/O requirements. A datacentre LAN with redundant links can utilize the parallel links between the servers to the access layer and also the multiple parallel links from the access layer to the core layer. Loops can be eliminated in the logical topology using technologies such as switch virtualization and multi-chassis link aggregation groups (LAG), which enable utilization of all available resources.

In switch virtualization, two or more switches are made to appear as a single logical switch, with a single control plane, to other elements of the network. Virtual switch links (VSLs) or virtual switch interconnects (VSI) are needed by the elements of the virtual switch to communicate. Multi-chassis link aggregation group (LAG) technology allows the links of the aggregation link to span the multiple physical switches that together comprise a single virtual switch. Combining switch virtualization and multi-chassis LAG we can create a logical loop free topology and utilize all available resources at the same time*. Loops are avoided using these technologies, because from a logical perspective the two switches appear as a single virtual switch. Moreover, traffic to and from these servers are load balanced across the two links participating in the multi-chassis LAG making all ports active ports. These technologies can be further integrated with other protocols such as the spanning tree protocol (STP). Switch virtualization aggregates a smaller number of switches to be a group. More since all the switches maintain the same state, less effort is required to maintain this state. Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL) [17] is another approach to designing layer 2 shortest-path first (SPF) forwarding protocol for Ethertnets. With TRILL it is possible to achieve load-balanced, active-active link redundancy which can be combined with switch virtualization and VSL/VSI interconnects, thus producing the next generation of data centre networks.

A CloNe flash network slice (FNS) represents an abstraction of the basic network resources that are part of the CloNe architecture. FNS can be achieved using various networking technologies, but the focus of FNS is to provide: (1) efficient provisioning, (2) traffic support, and (3) ease of management. A number of different networking technologies can be used to make it possible to quickly and dynamically set up, modify, and tear down a FNS. This can be used to allow a wide range of different traffic classes to be supported in an efficient way; while simplify the network as seen by the user, since we are able to abstract away unnecessary details. With FNS we also provide a sufficiently rich set of operations to enable the user to control the FNS according to his/her needs.

Virtual private networks (VPNs) are the building block of today’s enterprise networks and this is unlikely to change significantly in the near future. Use of VPNs has been very successful in the enterprise market, as this shifts the task of operating the complex networks that connect different sites to the service providers. By using VPN tunnelling with encryption technology (for example, using IPSec) a minimum default level of security is provided by the network. This tunnelling allows private addressing to be extended from the enterprise to the data centre enabling the aggregated hybrid usage of both customer premises resources and cloud resources. This also means that migration of resources to and from the cloud becomes easy. In the case of VPNs operated by the service provider higher levels of security and reliability can be part of the SLA.

* This is not possible when using the spanning tree protocol (STP) and the virtual router redundancy protocol (VRRP) since both prevents the available forwarding resources in a redundant network design from being simultaneously utilized.
Since the encryption/decryption keys are maintained by the service provider this type of VPN is vulnerable to inappropriate data access by the service provider. Unfortunately, VPNs are not cloud ready [18], since the use of VPNs leads to a rigid model, while to maximally exploit the cloud the resources must be customer configurable. Elasticity of resources (e.g., adding new VPN sites), resource mobility, on-demand reconfiguration (changing bandwidth capacity), have rarely been the requirements of service provider’s VPNs, as their VPNs are expected to be a relatively stable service offering, i.e., with relatively few configuration changes. When an internet service provider (ISP) provides VPNs, the customer’s perspective of a VPN is almost a black box, since the VPN resources are mostly controlled by the VPN service provider. In order to make such VPNs cloud ready some layer of abstraction is necessary so that customers can control the functionality of the VPN to a certain degree.

2.5 FNS with Flow based networking

OpenFlow is an open standard that enables flow level control by separating the control and forwarding plane. OpenFlow switches consist of flow tables with associated actions in the flow table entry. An OpenFlow controller, which is open source and programmable, computes these flow tables and injects them to OpenFlow switches. OpenFlow requires only a relatively simple physical switching infrastructure, which facilitates hardware virtualization. OpenFlow enables online creation, modification, and migration of network controllers. As a result, network resources can be more dynamically and flexibly created and modified than in the traditional networking approach. OpenFlow rules, which are simple rules such as access control lists (ACLs), can be injected either on a permanent basis or on demand as temporary entities. Permanent injection has less scalability, but it is faster to process the rule. An intermediate virtualization controller, such as a FlowVisor, which acts like a transparent proxy server between the switches and the relevant controllers, can slice an OpenFlow switch into several virtual switches making it possible for OpenFlow controllers, to control virtual OpenFlow switches. Dynamic creation and modification of FNS can be achieved by changing the FlowVisor configuration on-demand. Therefore, OpenFlow can meet the overall requirements to enable virtualised network resource provisioning. However, the overall network requirements still do not yet address the security flaws covered in section 2.6. Hence the deployment of a multi-level tightly integrated security architecture to strengthen the overall CloNe architecture is still necessary.

2.6 Security flaws and goals of CloNe

This section covers a subset of the overall security flaws that plague existing cloud network architectures. This section also describes the security goals which need to be achieved in order to attain an acceptable level of security. It is imperative to identify a comprehensive list of security challenges which affect the cloud networking ecosystem. Schoo et al. [44] provides a suitable source for these, by describing challenges pertaining to information security in clouds, communication security, and virtualization environment threats. In order to narrow down the list of plausible security challenges, it is important to understand the network resource provisioning model defined by CloNe. Moreover, CloNe has developed a concept known as the Flash Network Slice (FNS). The FNS is a virtual network resource which allows dynamic network resource provisioning capabilities in an operator controlled network environment, such as WANs, while making use of distributed processing. A FNS is a resource which provides a network service. A FNS can have multiple access-points and implements forwarding between those access points. A FNS can be linked to other resources through connections. A FNS can be provisioned inside a single administrative domain (i.e., a single operator controlled environment). This FNS should have measurable and acceptable QoS and setup times. Based upon the networking requirements of the FNS, a list of security goals and requirements has been generated (see section 7.1 of [45]).
The CloNe architecture requires meeting security goals similar to any other computing infrastructure, namely availability, integrity, confidentiality, authenticity, non-repudiation, and privacy. These security goals, with respect to the CloNe infrastructure, are considered to be concrete security properties that are desired to be provisioned for the overall CloNe architecture. On the other hand, these security requirements are also considered to be high-level security specifications which would be realized by implementing a chosen set of security goals. For example, isolation, a security requirement, requires confidentiality, privacy, and integrity (each security goal) for its implementation.

In order to better understand the overall security requirements, it is important to describe two distinct application scenarios of CloNe. The first is termed “Dynamic enterprise”, as it entails provisioning of IT solutions from the cloud network ecosystem to the enterprise market. The second scenario is termed “Distributed cloud: Elastic video delivery”, as it allows a service provider to offer real time video via a cloud to consumers. The first scenario requires an enterprise centric cloud networking solution which ensures full resource isolation between tenants (both within the WAN and within the data centres), dynamic assignment of network resources in the datacentre and WAN, dynamic scaling of virtual resources (for example computing and storage), and dynamic provisioning and scaling of network resources such as bandwidth. The “Dynamic enterprise” use case is applicable when the infrastructure of an enterprise is partially/wholly shifted into the cloud. In contrast the second scenario provides real time video via a cloud to consumers, and requires cloud network capabilities to provision & scale with the allocation of distributed virtual resources spread over an operator’s network, distributed load balancing, and optimal placement of content servers in the distributed cloud according to relevant measures of optimality.

The security requirements include high-level specifications including information security, virtualization management, isolation, misuse protection, DoS protection, and identity management. Among these identity management is an extremely important requirement, especially due to the strong focus of CloNe towards preventing malicious entities communicating with legitimate entries as part of CloNe service offerings. For example, a service provider masquerading as Deutsche Telekom could accept a service request from an important customer, and then misuse the data provided to it as part of the virtual resource provisioning request. Identity management also supports other security functions that are being planned as a part of the overall CloNe security architecture, namely the access control mechanism and the overall security goal translation function. There is a need for a well-integrated identity management framework in order to develop and manage identities and to realize access control policies relevant to the different tenants. Moreover, the different entities involved in the architecture must be authenticated, and their access to information and services should be verified against their permissible usage profiles and access policies. This authentication and secure data transmission will utilize a key management algorithm, customized for CloNe. Therefore, a suitable new key management algorithm was developed during this thesis project.

A centralized security goal translation function was also developed as a part of this thesis project. This security goal translation function accepts security requirements from all the participating entities in the CloNe infrastructure, then translate them into resource configurations which will be deployed by the resource administrator on the underlying set of resources. The input requirements detail the varied security requirements of the different partners, and the translator should ensure that the overall infrastructure can achieve the security levels requested by the different entities. The security goal translation function incorporates an intrusion detection system, details of which will be covered later in Chapter 8. This intrusion detection system will provide an initial auditing mechanism, in order to help detect intrusions and also to provide scope for learning by the security goal translation function. This learning can help the translator to better equip itself against future attacks. The final components of this thesis give details of this central security goal
translation function, which is expected to utilize two central supporting security functions, specifically the key management algorithm (as a part of an access control mechanism) and an intrusion detection mechanism. Both of these security functions will be customized by considering the overall CloNe security requirements and the two use case scenarios of CloNe, and the CloNe architecture specifications.

A description of the security architecture for CloNe is given below. In the next chapter a comparison with other security architectures will be given in section 3.1. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 (respectively) a survey of the access control mechanisms and key management algorithms is provided. A survey of intrusion detection systems is given in section 3.4. This background material will complete the description of the state of the art for the proposed security functions, specifically the key management function and intrusion detection system, which are to be developed as a part of this thesis project.

2.7 CloNe security architecture

This subsection describes the initial CloNe security architecture which was defined as a part of the SAIL project. The existing security architecture has the central aim to allocate (and migrate) virtual resources requested by the infrastructure service user amongst the different service providers [46]. However, this allocation should also respect the security requirements specified by the infrastructure service user and the infrastructure service providers. Moreover, there are additional requirements that need to be adhered to. For example, legal regulations and organizational requirements which need to be adhered to with respect to the service being offered, organizations to whom the cloud service is being provisioned, and the geographic location of the physical resources of the service provider.

The security architecture needs to ensure that the entire process of resource allocation with respect to the specified security requirements is executed automatically and with low overhead. Moreover, the entire process needs to be efficient and accurate (i.e., having a low enough failure rate that it is acceptable to all participating entities in the CloNe infrastructure). Meeting these requirements will be a major improvement to the state of the art, which currently requires that the infrastructure service user manually compare the prices and security levels of the infrastructure service providers, and it also requires the infrastructure service provider to manually execute the migration and placement process.

The security goal translation process is initiated by an infrastructure service user by describing the security goals which need to be realized by the underlying set of resources. Once the security goals have been defined in the form of a security policy (for example, the goals adhere to a set security standards which conforms to their overall organizational and operational policies), then the goal translation function shall translate these goals into security parameters. CloNe has demarcated a reduced list of security parameters for prototyping purposes. The highest priority parameters for CloNe are access control specific parameters, identity management related parameters, and geographic location specific parameters. Clearly, as noted earlier, security requirements are specified not only by the infrastructure service user, but by the infrastructure service provider as well. A classic case could be that the user is neutral to the geographic location of the resource set as long as their requisite price point is met. However, the infrastructure service provider may have specific operational policies for different services, for example in order to implement elastic video distribution to clients in Europe; the infrastructure service provider might not want to place the physical resources in Asia. Figure 3 illustrates how security parameters are generated by combining the inputs from both the infrastructure service user and the infrastructure service provider. The service provider will realize these parameters by combinations of security services and mechanisms as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3: Generation of security parameters of users

Figure 4: Service provider

Next logical step would be for the security goal translation function to translate these security goals into resource constraints, which need to be implemented by the underlying resource set, as show in Figure 5. Security goals, which were defined in the form of security policies, have been used to specify the security parameters. These security parameters will in turn be translated into resource constraints, which determine the resource configurations deployed on the underlying resource set. This process was further extended during this thesis project. The resource constraints will invoke security services deployed by each infrastructure service provider. For example, each infrastructure service provider is expected to implement their own access control policy models, identity management solutions, and auditing mechanisms. These services will then implement the fine grained security mechanisms. Security mechanisms that can be used to implement an identity management service include authentication, authorization, and organizational policy compliance mechanisms.
Figure 5: Abstract representation of security goal translation [46]

Clearly, even though the CloNe security architecture is still a nascent stage, it offers a stable backbone infrastructure to the overall CloNe architecture. Its salient features include access control, on-demand secure virtual storage provisioning, on-demand virtual compute provisioning, on-demand virtual network provisioning, secure multi-domain communication, secure VM migration between domains, multi-pronged and comprehensive identity management solution, and multi-objective security goal translation (this security goal translation considers the objectives specified by all the participating entities).
3 Background

This section reviews the state of the art regarding security architectures for cloud provisioning models, access control mechanisms, key management methodologies, and intrusion detection mechanisms. Where applicable, weaknesses of the existing methods are stated, and potential improvements considered for future development are mentioned.

3.1 Related works concerning cloud security architectures

Currently, there are multiple (security) architectures and toolkits (in addition to CloNe) that provide and strengthen the cloud delivery models. The most important of these are the Open Security Architecture, Amazon EC2 Security Architecture, and the GRC Stack developed by the Cloud Security Alliance. This section describes each of these and then offers a comparison between these architectures and the security architecture of CloNe described in Chapter 2. The comparison is based on well accepted parameters in the cloud service provisioning ecosystem, and aims to reflect the overall dependability and performance characteristics of the underlying infrastructure. These parameters include access control, on-demand secure virtual storage provisioning, on-demand virtual compute provisioning, on-demand virtual network provisioning, secure multi-domain communication, secure VM migration between domains, identity management solution, support for hybrid cloud computing, multi-objective security goal translation, on-demand secure network scalability, and multi-level security. Although the CloNe security architecture is only at the conceptual stage, this thesis project will elaborate the overall architecture development of the CloNe security architecture.

The Open Security Architecture [47] has been released by the OSA (a not for profit organization). Its main purpose is to release best practices, security patterns, and architectures to help strengthen widely used (security) systems. The supporting security services are well integrated into the overall OSA architecture. Their architecture supports both on-demand secure virtual storage and compute provisioning. However, due to an absence of a virtual network resource provisioning ability in their architecture, their architecture cannot (itself) securely provision network resources. Similar to other architectures in the cloud ecosystem, their architecture supports the introduction of identity management solutions, although it is not as fine grained or as detailed as CloNe’s proposed security architecture. Both secure multi-domain communication and secure VM migration between domains are omitted from their architecture, which from the SAIL perspective is a major flaw in their architecture. Systems will need to integrate interaction between different administrative domains securely within their existing delivery models, especially if the user’s resources are stored at one operator, but the desired computation requires a resource set which cannot be provisioned by the user’s current infrastructure provider due to unavailability and/or economic/organizational factors. OSA supports hybrid cloud computing, which allows users to pick and choose their final delivery models. Moreover, OSA supports multi-level security, which provides a second (and sometimes third) line of defence. To conclude, OSA has no support for multi-objective security goal translation or on-demand secure network scalability, making it unfit for a multi-domain and multi-operator scenario.

Amazon has introduced their elastic compute cloud, or EC2, which is Amazon’s web service which provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud [48]. Moreover, the GRC stack by the Cloud Security Alliance provides an exhaustive toolkit to instrument and assess both private and public clouds against industry established best practices, standards, and critical compliance requirements [49]. Unfortunately, both the EC2 and GRC stack service models contain the same shortcomings as the Open Security Architecture, discussed above. This renders all three service
models unsuitable for a multi-domain, multi-level service provisioning model with multiple stakeholders and participating entities.

These three cloud security architectures exemplify the current situation of cloud service delivery models, where vendor lock-in is commonplace, and inter-operator communication, let alone secure interaction and trust management, is extremely rare. On the other hand, in the case of EC2, there are compatible architectures that would allow a user to combine the user’s own cloud with EC2’s cloud. However, it (multi-domain provisioning) is still not a functionality which is integrated into the original resource model provisioned by Amazon and requires additional tweaking by the customer and/or intermediate service providers.

In comparison, CloNe (and especially its security architecture) encourages and supports secure interaction and trust management between different cloud service providers. The CloNe security architecture aims to have a well-defined and multi-grained access control policy function, which can accept access control policies from the different entities participating in the architecture and deploys these policies on the underlying resource set. This architecture supports all three on-demand secure virtualized service provisioning models (on-demand secure virtual storage provisioning, on-demand virtual compute provisioning, and on-demand virtual network provisioning), thus raising the overall dependability levels of the offered service by invoking the network guarantees established the SLAs of the provisioned services. As stated earlier, the architecture encourages inter-operator communication and multi-operator service delivery models by supporting both secure multi-domain communication and secure VM migration between domains. Additionally, the architecture supports hybrid computing which enables the user to choose her preferred delivery model based on her key performance indicators. The CloNe security architecture is bolstered by its support for on-demand secure network scalability, but is hampered due to the absence of multi-level security. A comparison of the different architectures is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of different architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CloNe Security Architecture</th>
<th>Open Security Architecture</th>
<th>Amazon EC2 Stack</th>
<th>CSA GRC Stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-demand secure virtual storage provisioning</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-demand virtual compute provisioning</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-demand virtual network provisioning</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure multi-domain communication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure VM migration between domains</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity management solution</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for hybrid cloud computing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-objective security goal translation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-demand secure network scalability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level security</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Related work on access control mechanisms

This section compares the existing access control mechanisms, including mechanisms that operate at the virtual resource level. At the virtual resource level, the best possible options for access control mechanisms will be described. Additionally, the access control mechanisms that need to be implemented at the physical resource level will be covered.

Damiani et al. [71] proposed the notion of a fine grained access control model for XML documents. In contrast, many researchers [72,83] have focused on controlling access to XML documents by providing new definitions and enforcement of access restrictions directly on the structure and content of the XML documents. However, all these efforts have focused mainly on protecting XML documents for web services, rather than providing access control for web databases. Xianzhi Huang et al. [73] have described the access control policies for XML using
The Discretionary Access Control (DAC) [50] model utilizes the Harrison, Ruzzo, and Ullman (HRU) model which defines access rights of the system entities, by using subjects, objects, and actions. The subjects are the actors who can execute actions over other actors (objects). Thus, subjects are active, while the objects could be both active and passive entities. The CloNe security architecture allows the infrastructure service users and infrastructure service providers to specify security requirements, which define the access control policies for every user/service. Therefore, a security requirement specified by the infrastructure service provider would define an access control policy (action) for an infrastructure service user (subject), with respect to a cloud infrastructure service (object). Each security requirement is described in terms of a set of actions $A(s,o)$ which can be performed by the subject $s$ on the object $o$.

Disadvantages of DAC include a lack of scalability of the system with respect to additions of new participating entities. This is due to the need to update all of the security policies for every additional participating entity. Moreover, advanced security policy support through the use of prohibitions, obligations, or recommendations is absent. Only the top-level administrator has the permissions necessary to update the overall security policy set. An alternative approach is role-based access control (RBAC) [51]. RBAC has a major advantage over DAC, due to the introduction of roles. Instead of assigning security policies for each and every infrastructure service user and infrastructure service provider separately, these access control rules can now be associated with roles. Additional features in RBAC include the introduction of a session and role hierarchy. A session is a period of time, during which each user can assume a subset of its complete set of roles. For example, during VoIP service delivery, an end user is only required to fulfill her VoIP customer roles, and need not perform any activities pertaining to her “mobile database consumer” or “elastic video consumer” roles. On the other hand, a role hierarchy arranges the possible roles in a hierarchical schema, allowing users to inherit roles. The RBAC model also supports constraints, which are used to specify special cases. For example, user A (low category consumer) could be prohibited from utilizing a mobile database and elastic video service simultaneously.

Feng He and Jia-Jin Lee [74] have presented a web services security technology for implementing RBAC components for a secure web services environment. Their work focuses on utilizing RBAC to protect e-learning applications based on web services. However, no complete access control model architecture for web services has yet been proposed by researchers that include rules, spatial constraints, and temporal constraints that can be intelligently handled by agents playing multiple roles.

There are many papers in the literature that deal with access control and data security. Ravi Sandhu et al. [75] presented a RBAC model based on users, roles, and operations. Recent interest in RBAC has been motivated by the use of roles at the application level to control access to application data and web data. Ninghui Li et al. [76] proposed an analysis technique to maintain desirable security administrator privileges; more specifically the authors defined a family of security analysis problems in the RBAC model. Barker [77] introduced a generalized RBAC model called the Action Status Access Control (ASAC) model based on autonomous changing of access control policies in response to events that involve agent action and exploiting a notion of status. Moreover, Barker has described the implementation of the ASAC model and performance measures. Fenghua Li et al. [78] compared the ASAC model with the other existing access control
models and concluded that this model is best for open and distributed systems. Bertino et al. [79] proposed a Temporal-RBAC (TRBAC) model which is a temporal extension of RBAC. The main feature of this model is that it supports periodic enabling/disabling of roles and actions expressed by role triggers.

James Joshi et al. [80] proposed a generalized TRBAC (GTRBAC) model and specified various temporal constraints to use in user-role and role-permission assignment. Moreover, GTRBAC allows specification of a comprehensive set of temporal constraints, particularly constraints on role enabling and activation and various temporal restrictions on user role. They also presented time-based semantics of hierarchies and separation of duty (SoD) constraints. Here a notion of safeness has been introduced to generate a safe execution model for a GTRBAC system. Chen and Crampton [81] constructed a number of spatio-temporal role-based models based on RBAC [84]. Chen and Crampton also introduced a graph-based formalism to explain the semantics of RBAC, and used this as a basis for defining the semantics of spatio-temporal models. They also examined the difficulties that arise when enabling constraints are placed on roles in the presence of role hierarchy.

Xiutao Cui et al. [82] presented Ex-RBAC, an extension of the RBAC model adding identity constraints and spatio-temporal constraints in a location aware mobile collaboration system. These authors have also proposed some assignment rules of privilege in their paper.

The disadvantages of RBAC include the inefficient role hierarchy, which usually conflicts with the organization hierarchy, and there is not a natural mapping between them. There is an ambiguity about the differences between a role and a group, which further complicates the process of specifying permissions when defining access control policies. Additionally, it is not possible to specify access control rules which are only valid in a specific context. Only the top-level administrator has the necessary permissions to update the overall security policy set. Finally, the RBAC model does not scale well when the policy should transcend multiple organizational boundaries.

As evident from the above two access control policy models, they each have their specific drawbacks, thus a model is needed which avoids most of these drawbacks. Fortunately, the OrBAC model [52] shares none of these drawbacks and appears to fulfill the security requirements expected by the CloNe security goal translation function from an access control policy model.

The following features of OrBAC, offer a clear list of its advantages: OrBAC includes the concept of an organization allowing grouping and structuring of subjects, based on their roles. Thus, the role acts as a means to structure the association between subjects and their respective organizations. The concept of an organization allows the access control policy model to successively process multiple security policies spanning multiple organizations.

A huge boost in ease of scalability of access control policies with increasing organization/subject/roles size is possible because all three entities can be depicted using a single ternary relationship, as opposed to only a binary relationship within the RBAC model.

Similar to the relationship between roles and subjects, a view entity is introduced to structure objects and their respective organizations. A view entails all the objects which share a common feature.

If a subject is a concrete entity, then roles are the corresponding abstract variants of the same. A similar relationship exists between (concrete) objects and view. Roles abstract subjects based on common functions, while view abstract objects based on common properties.

An action is the core entity in access control policies, and defines the set of plausible actions that can be performed by the subject(s) on the object(s). Actions are abstracted using activity based on common shared principles.
Access control policies in OrBAC support permissions, prohibitions, obligations, and recommendations. The last option, viz. recommendation is not possible in other models, and these recommendations are extremely helpful for a green field model for cloud networking. The access control policies could be soft, for example provided as recommendations to the infrastructure service provider by the service broker working between the end user and a service provider.

OrBAC allows context-specific permissions and/or permissions to be specified as a part of the access control policies to be implemented on the underlying resource set.

Additional advantages of OrBAC include the concept of inheritance hierarchies, which have a natural mapping to network resources. Inheritance hierarchies are possible for roles, views, and activities, as well as for organizations. These features allow us to take the abstract security policies specified by the user, and then map them onto the concrete access control policies which can be deployed on the underlying network resources.

Moreover, Cuppens and Miege have proposed an administration model, AdOrBAC which allows role assignments to users, permissions, and permission assignment to users. AdOrBAC enables finer control over the delegation and collaboration activities covered in the SAIL project. Successively OrBAC can be controlled using MotOrBAC, which is a GUI built on top of the OrBAC API. This can be easily integrated into the planned prototypes for the SAIL project, and ensures rapid prototyping cycles to evaluate the performance of OrBAC in different case scenarios.

An initial security analysis of the CloNe architecture, OrBAC model, and the CloNe use cases have led to the need for a backbone key management algorithm that would be used to bolster the overall identity management function planned as a part of the CloNe security architecture. Access control policies (authorization) can only be implemented successfully between authenticated parties, which are not possible without key management. The literature about access control gives us a background to understand the needs for key management in SAIL.

3.3 Related work for Key management

There are numerous papers on key management and key distribution in the literature, such as [28], [29], [30]. In many of the existing key management schemes, different group of users obtain a new distributed multicast key for every session update. Among the various approaches to key distribution, the Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) [31] method focuses on the use of error control coding techniques for distributing re-keying information. In MDS, session keys are obtained by the group members based on erasure decoding functions [32]. In this method the group centre (GC) constructs a non-systematic MDS code C over the Galois Field GF(q) and a secure one-way hash function H(.) whose co-domain is GF(q). The GC generates n message symbols by passing the code words to an erasure decoding function. The first message symbol is considered a session key, out of the n message symbols, and the group members are not provided this particular key by the GC. Instead, the group members are given the (n-1) message symbols and they compute a code word for each of them. Each of the group members uses this code word and the remaining (n-1) message symbols to compute the session key. The main limitation of this mechanism is that it increases both computation and storage complexity. The computational complexity is proportional to $l_r + (n-1)m$ where $l_r$ is the size of the r bit random number used in the mechanism and $m$ is the number of message symbols to be sent by the GC to group members. If $l_r=m=L$, then the computation complexity is $nl$. The storage complexity is $\lceil \log_2 L \rceil + t$ bits for each member. Where, $L$ is the number of levels of the tree. Hence the GC has to store $n (\lceil \log_2 L \rceil + t)$ bits.

The data embedding mechanism proposed by Trappe et al. in [33] is used to transmit a re-keying message by embedding the re-keying information into the multimedia data. In this
mechanism, the computational complexity is $O(\log n)$. The storage complexity is directly proportional to $O(n)$ for the server machine and $O(\log n)$ for group members. This technique is used to update and maintain keys in a secure multimedia multicast via a media dependent channel. The main limitation of this mechanism is that a new key called the embedding key has to be provided to the group members in addition to the original keys, which can lead to a lot of overhead.

The key management approach proposed by Wong Gouda uses key graphs [34]. The method consists of creating a secure group from a basic key management graph mechanism using a star or tree based method. Unfortunately, scalability is not achieved using this mechanism, which is its biggest limitation. A new group keying method proposed by McGrew and Sherman [35] uses one-way functions to compute a tree of keys, called the One-way Function Tree (OFT). In this algorithm, the keys are computed up the tree, from the leaves to the root, enabling this approach to reduce re-keying broadcasts to only about $\log(n)$ keys. The main limitation of this approach is that it consumes more space.

Wade Trappe et al. proposed a Parametric One Way Function (POWF) [30] based binary tree key management scheme. In this mechanism a session key $K_s$ is attached to the tree above the root node. Each node in the tree is assigned a Key Encrypting KEY (KEK) which serves as an internal key (IK) and each user is assigned to a leaf given the IKs of the nodes from the leaf to the root node. If a balanced tree is complete, i.e., all the leaf nodes have members associated with them, then it is necessary to generate a new layer of nodes when adding new members. When a new user wants to join the group, the keys on the path from this leaf node to the root and also the session key must be changed. These new keys are generated by the GC. If a user departs from the group, then all the keys from leaf node to the root node become invalid. These keys must be updated and distributed using either a bottom up or top down approach. The complexity of the storage is given by $\log(n)+2$ keys for the GC. The amount of storage needed by each individual user is given as $S=\alpha^{1-1/a}-1/a-1$ Keys. The computation time is determined largely by the number of multiplications required. The number of multiplications needed to update the KEKs using a bottom up approach is $C_{bu}=\alpha \log n - 1$ and using top down approach is $C_{td}= (\alpha-1) (\log \alpha n(\log \alpha n+1))/2$. Some of the key management schemes proposed in [36-38] utilize a distributed key management approach which is characterized by having no group controller. The group key can either be generated in a contributory fashion, where all members contribute their own share to the computation of the group key, or be generated by one member.

Volker Roth et al. [39] specified an access control and key management mechanism for mobile agents and proposed a mobile agent structure which supports authentication, security management, and access control for mobile agents. In this mechanism, the data can be moved from one host to another host using mobile agents. A migrating agent can become malicious if its state is corrupted. So this poses a severe problem, hence a server must use some mechanism(s) to protect the mobile agent. The basic mechanism for protecting the content of a mobile agent is encryption together with a digital signature. For this purpose, a tree based agent structure is proposed. It supports hierarchical signing and encryption of agents, key management, agent security policy, and data management. A hierarchical structure is used to manage the decryption key. So the main limitation of their proposal is that a large amount of storage required for storing the secret key.

Yu-Fang Chung et al. [40] presents two novel methods. The first scheme is designed using a top down approach. The second scheme is designed to reduce the size of the public parameters. In the first scheme, the leaf nodes are considered as secret keys and the remaining nodes are considered to be super keys. Super keys are used to derive the secret keys. In this scheme, only the authorized host derives the secret keys that are used to encrypt the confidential files. So the size of the public parameters will grow dramatically with an increasing number of visiting hosts and confidential files. In order to reduce the size of the public parameters, the second scheme is used.
In this scheme, the public parameter is independent of the number of visiting hosts and confidential files. The limitation of this paper is that the system is insecure, because everyone derives the super key and secret key. Additionally, it requires a lot of computation since everyone derives the super key and secret key and thus this is not an optimal method.

Yu Fang Chung et al. [41] described an access control mechanism in a user hierarchy based on using elliptic curve cryptography and a one way hash function. This scheme attempts to derive the secret key of successors efficiently and non-redundantly. The method uses elliptic curve cryptography which has a low computational cost and small key size, thus it provides both efficiency and security. The proposed key management method for controlling dynamic access is a simple and efficient solution for ensuring security in a hierarchical organization. This method allows access by members to data to be classified according to their ranks. Members in a higher-ranked security class can directly access the secret keys of members of lower-ranked classes, but not vice versa. The members can change their secret keys at will, showing that the key generation and public polynomial are flexible. The main drawback is that the computational complexity is greater than their previous method.

Kuo-Hsuan Huang et al. [42] defined an efficient migration strategy for mobile computing in distributed networks. This method secures the accessing relationship between the mobile agent and the host, while minimizing storage space. These properties enable all of the mobile agent to operate efficiently, while providing a secure execution environment for mobile computing. Additionally, the procedures of key generation and operation are very simple; as users with greater accessibility can directly access the decryption key of their subordinate members, but the latter are not allowed to access the decryption key of the former. The drawback is that the user needs to perform additional computations to verify the certificate in this scheme.

Jen-Ho Yang et al. [43] described an ID-based remote mutual authentication with key agreement scheme for mobile devices based on elliptic curve cryptography. This method provides mutual authentication and supports a session key agreement between the user and the server. This scheme is efficient because bilinear-pairing is more expensive than point-multiplication operation when using elliptic curve cryptography. The proposed scheme is constructed based upon an ID-based concept and it utilizes the user’s unique identity to compute an authentication key for mutual authentication. Thus, mutual authentication between the user and the server can be accomplished without using public keys. In addition, the users and the server do not need to perform additional computations to verify the other party’s certificates providing greater efficiency. However, the system requires more effort to keep the key updated.

In this thesis project a new key management algorithm is proposed and evaluated which focuses on reducing computational complexity, while at the same time increasing security by using a small key.

### 3.4 Related Work for Intrusion Detection

John F. C. Joseph et al. [53] proposed an autonomous host-based intrusion detection system for detecting malicious sinking behaviour. Their proposed detection system maximizes the detection accuracy by using cross-layer features to define a router’s behaviour. For learning and adapting to new attack scenarios and network environments, two machine learning techniques, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA), are used in tandem to combine the higher accuracy of SVM with the faster speed of FDA. Grinblat et al. [54] introduced a time-adaptive support vector machine (TA-SVM), which is a new method for generating adaptive classifiers capable of developing learning concepts, which change as time progresses. The basic idea of a TA-SVM is to use a sequence of classifiers, each one appropriate for a small time window. However, in contrast to other proposals, the learning occurs for all the involved
hyperplanes in a global manner. The addition of a new term in the cost function of the set of SVMs (which penalizes the diversity between consecutive classifiers) produces a coupling of the sequence which allows TA-SVM to learn as a single adaptive classifier. The evaluation of their method was carried out using appropriate drifting problems. In particular, they analysed the regularizing effect of modifying the number of classifiers in the sequence or adapting the strength of the coupling.

Khalil El-Khatib [55] proposed a novel hybrid model which efficiently selects the optimal set of features in order to detect IEEE 802.11-specific intrusions. His model for feature selection uses the information gain ratio measure to compute the relevance of each feature and a k-means classifier to select the optimal set of MAC layer features which can improve the accuracy of intrusion detection systems, while reducing the learning time. He studied the impact of the feature set optimization for wireless intrusion detection systems on the performance and learning time of different types of neural network based classifiers. Experimental results with three types of neural network architectures clearly showed that the optimization of a wireless feature set has a significant impact on the efficiency and accuracy of the intrusion detection system. Sooyeon Shin et al. [56] proposed a hierarchical framework which takes into account both intrusion detection and data processing mechanisms, and constructed a set of hierarchical intrusion prevention and detection protocols in their framework. They believe that their hierarchical framework is useful for securing industrial applications and provides two distinct lines of defence. They also believe that their framework makes it easy to apply new detection techniques against future attacks against their intrusion detection protocol.

Xiaowei Yang et al. [57] proposed a Kernel in fuzzy kernel clustering based Fuzzy Support Vector Machine (FSVM) algorithm for classification problems with outliers or noise. The contributions of their research work are as follows. First, a common misunderstanding of Gaussian-function-based kernel fuzzy clustering in the high-dimensional feature space is corrected. Second, an algorithm is proposed for classification problems with outliers or noise. Their experiments were conducted on six benchmarking datasets and four artificial datasets to test the generalization performance of the algorithm. Their results show that their algorithm based on the fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering in a high-dimensional feature space that presents the most reasonable membership degrees and is more robust than the other classification algorithms based on FCM clustering. Third, the computational complexity of the KFCM-FSVM algorithm is presented. It should be noted that although this algorithm was tested on binary classification problems, it can also be applied to various classification problems without difficulty. However, they have not yet evaluated large-scale classification problems with outliers or noise.

Kapil Kumar Gupta et al. [58] have addressed the dual problem of accuracy and efficiency for building robust and efficient intrusion detection systems. Their experimental results show that conditional random fields are very effective in improving the attack detection rate and decreasing the false alarm rate (FAR). Having a low FAR is very important for any intrusion detection system. Further, feature selection and implementation of their layered approach significantly reduces the time required to train and test the model. Even though they used a relational data set for their experiments, they showed that the sequence labelling methods, for example conditional random fields can be very effective in detecting attacks and outperforms the other methods known to work well with the relational data. They compared their approach with some well-known methods and found that most of the present methods for intrusion detection fail to reliably detect Remote to Local (R2L) and User to Root (U2R) attacks, while their integrated system can effectively and efficiently detect such attacks, giving an improvement of 34.5 percent for the R2L and 34.8 percent for the U2R attacks.

Serafeim Moustakidis et al. [59] proposed a novel fuzzy decision tree (FDT) (the FDT-support vector machine (SVM) classifier), where node discrimination is implemented via binary SVMs.
The tree structure is determined via a class grouping algorithm, which forms the groups of classes to be separated at each internal node, based on the degree of fuzzy confusion between the classes. In addition, effective feature selection is incorporated within the tree building process, by selecting suitable feature subsets required for the node discriminations individually. FDT-SVM exhibits a number of attractive merits such as enhanced classification accuracy, interpretable hierarchy, and low model complexity.

Carol J. Fung et al. [60] proposed Dirichlet-based trust management to measure the level of trust among IDSs according to their mutual experience. An acquaintance management algorithm is also proposed to allow each IDS to manage its acquaintances according to their trustworthiness. Their approach achieves excellent scalability and is robust against common insider threats, resulting in an effective collaborative intrusion detection network (CIDN). They evaluate their approach based on a simulated CIDN, demonstrating its improved robustness, efficiency, and scalability for collaborative intrusion detection in comparison with other existing models.

S. Umang et al. [61] proposed a novel approach for an enhanced intrusion detection system for malicious nodes, and to protect against attacks on the ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol. Their proposed approach employs a method for determining conditions under which a potentially malicious node should be monitored. Apart from identification of malicious nodes, they have been observed that this approach leads to less communication breakage in ad hoc routing. Their experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can effectively detect malicious nodes.

Shingo Mabu et al. [62] proposed a GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule mining process with sub-attribute utilization. The proposed classifiers based on the extracted rules can consistently use and combine discrete and continuous attributes in a rule, and efficiently extract many good rules for classification. In anomaly detection, their results show a high detection rate (DR) and reasonable positive false rate (PFR) with no prior machine learning, which is an important advantage of their proposed method.

Jie Liu et al. [63] proposed a framework of combining intrusion detection and continuous authentication in MANETs. In their framework, multimodal biometrics are used for continuous authentication and intrusion detection is modelled as sensors to detect the system's security state. They formulated the whole system as a partially observed Markov decision process considering both system security requirements and resource constraints. They used dynamic programming-based hidden Markov model scheduling algorithms to derive the optimal schemes for both intrusion detection and continuous authentication.

Yuteng Guo et al. [64] proposed a new feature selection method based on Rough Sets and improved genetic algorithms for network intrusion Detection. First, the features are filtered using the Rough Sets theory; then the optimal subset will be found from the remaining feature subset using a genetic algorithm, improved with the population clustering approach, in order to achieve optimized results.

Guanghui Song et al. [65] proposed an intrusion detection method based on a multiple kernel support vector machine. This method can calculates the weights of kernel functions and Lagrange multipliers simultaneously through semi-infinite linear programming, improves detection accuracy by using the radial basis function kernel function with different kernel parameter values, and avoids the need for setting kernel parameters in advance.

Liu Zhiguo et al. [66] proposed a hybrid method combining a rough set and support vector machine together to aid in network intrusion detection. Their detection model includes data reduction by a rough set and network intrusion recognition by support vector machine. A normal support vector machine is compared with the hybrid method of rough set-support vector machine.
Their experimental results show that the detection accuracy of a rough set-support vector machine detection method is greater than that of support vector machine alone.

Lei Li et al. [67] combined a fuzzy support vector machine and a support vector machine based on a binary tree and apply it to intrusion detection. By computer simulations using the KDDCUP99 data set [86], they demonstrated the superiority of their method over a simple multi-class support vector machine. Cao Li-ying et al [68] combined the SVM algorithm and learning vector quantization (LVQ) neural network algorithm and applied it to network intrusion detection. They concluded that: (1) In contrast with back propagation neural networks, the convergence speed of the combined SVM-LVQ model is faster and its detection rate of attacks is significantly higher and error rate is lower. (2) The combined model offers a significantly higher recognition rate than the ordinary method.

Krzysztof Cpałka [69] proposed a new class of neuro-fuzzy systems. He developed a novel reduction algorithm that gradually eliminates inputs, rules, antecedents, and the number of discretization points of integrals in the “center of area” defuzzification method. It then automatically detects and merges similar input and output fuzzy sets. Computer simulations have shown that the accuracy of the system after reduction and merging has not deteriorated, despite the fact that in some cases up to 54% of the parameters and 74% of the inputs were eliminated. The reduction algorithm has been tested using well-known classification benchmarks.

Hu Yan et al. [70] proposed a multi classifier. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) provide a solid base for building this classifier. The top level employs a voting mechanism to identify intrusions, while taking time evolution characteristics into account. In addition, to make the classifier more self-adaptive, an incremental learning module is introduced. The proposed classifier has been successfully applied in oil and gas pipeline intrusion detection systems.
4 CloNe Security Architecture with Key Management

The essential requirement of the security architecture is to translate the security requirements specified by the tenant into concrete resource constraints. Additional (security) requirements may also be provided by the different entities in the architecture. This security goal translation has been integrated in the overall goal translation function described by Bjurling et al. [88] and deployed in the CloNe architecture.

The resource configurations defined at the end of the translation process are deployed by the infrastructure provider, and the translation process is assisted by the different security modules depicted in Figure 6. The various security functions include an access control policy function, an auditing and assurance function, an identity management function, and the central security goal translation function (which forms the backbone of the overall security architecture). The access control policy function is responsible for determining access control policies for each infrastructure service user, and will require a suitable access control policy model to define those policies.

To support the access control policy function, an identity management function has been defined to perform the authentication checks of the varied entities in the infrastructure, and to ensure that only authorized parties are provided access to resources and/or services. The identity management system and central authority can be a single module or they can be two different modules, for this thesis they will be considered to be a single entity. Access control policies can only be successfully deployed in a system when the identities of the participating entities can be ascertained with a high probability. Therefore, a well-defined identity management function is indispensable to a system which wants to implement an access control policy model. Additional desirable features included in this identity management function include a compliance module, a federated identity management module, and an authorization and use profiler management module.

A proposed improvement to the overall CloNe security architecture is to add a backbone key management algorithm (to support the identity management function). Chapter 5 will cover the design and deployment details concerning a key management algorithm. The core algorithms have been customized and deployed in the CloNe infrastructure, and their evaluation and comparisons with other algorithms/mechanisms are described in the respective sections in this and the following chapters.
Figure 6: CloNe security architecture with key management mechanism
4.2 Key Management System Architecture

The system architecture of the key management mechanism [92] for CloNe is shown Figure 7 and consists of the following components:

- **Authorized User**: Authorized (Cloud) Users (AU) are the cloud users who are allowed to access the cloud’s resources. To access files, search the files, and to decrypt the files a new component called as mobile agent is used in the AU’s area.

- **Mobile Agent**: The Mobile Agent (MA) is a program [2] that can roam freely in the Internet environment from local host to other remote hosts in a network. The MA executes tasks assigned by its user. MAs are widely used in distributed systems for distributed computation, data search in remote environments, network management, and work flow systems.

- **Central Authority**: The Central Authority (CA) is part of the identity management function and it controls the access tree structure to maintain the clients as the leaf nodes in the various groups. The CA in its database maintains information about clients, such as the client’s private key, userID, and the access level. The sub-group keys maintain the client nodes positions. Each client node stores its private key and public parameters. The storage increases with an increase in the number of nodes.

- **Servers**: Servers are the virtual or physical resources that can be accessed by the mobile agents of the authorized cloud user.

![Key Management Architecture](image)

**Figure 7: Key Management Architecture [92]**
The AU first completes a registration process with the CA and the CA assigns a private key to each user during the registration process. Then the AU sends a file request to access the virtual resources through their MA. The file request contains file name and ID of the user who is sending the request. A MA submits the ID of its user and the file names to be accessed which were obtained by the AU to the CA. Then the CA checks whether the user is an authorized user or not. If the user is an AU then the CA derives the corresponding private key of this user from the user’s ID. Using this private key and a base point selected from the elliptic curve, the user’s public key is calculated. The CA also checks whether this key has expired or not using the date constraint in the key expiration check phase. If the current date is within the valid period for this key, then the request is sent to the signature creation phase. Now the CA chooses six random numbers to calculate an expiration date for the user’s signature using a one way hash chain function during the key assignment phase. Finally, the CA sends the signature to the MA for signature verification and to compute a secret number. The MA computes the secret random number, using this number it also derives its subsequent level keys in the key derivation phase. Finally, the MA computes decryption keys for each file and the file is decrypted using this decryption key.

4.3 Frame work of mobile agent structure

The mobile agent structure consists of two parts: static and mutable [39], [40]. The static part of the agent stores all the static information, i.e., that information that does not change during the agent’s lifetime. This information includes security policy, group classification, certificates, and access control keys. To prevent mobile agents from malicious attack by hosts, the server will use a digital signature on the static part to ensure the completeness and authenticity of data. The mutable part stores all the dynamic information that is gathered by a mobile agent. For instance, its status or information collected by the agent can be modified by the visited hosts on the network. Therefore, each visited host must digitally sign the information that has been modified.

Figure 8 shows the mobile agents structure and its components, such as the classes Setx and Acl. In this structure there are five zipped files: AUC.Zip, AUT.Zip, GCT.Zip, PSG.Zip and CIT.Zip. As indicated in the figure, the files are encrypted by keys Dc1, Dc2, Dc3, Dc4, and Dc5 respectively. On the right side of static part, the nodes S1, S2, S3, and S4 represents different servers with different access control keys. If these servers are authorized to access the specified files, then the decryption keys are copied to the corresponding server folders. S1 is granted access to all the encrypted files, if the keys (Dc1/Dc2/Dc3/Dc4) are copied to the folder of S1. Based upon this figure: S2 is permitted to access the three encrypted files: AUC.Zip, CIT.Zip, and GCT.Zip. Therefore, the keys (Dc1/Dc5/Dc3) are duplicated into the folder of S2. In addition, S3 is only allowed to access the two encrypted files AUC.Zip and AUT.Zip; accordingly, only the keys Dc1 and Dc2 are in the folder of S3. Finally, S4 is permitted to access the first encrypted zipped file, AUC.Zip and thus it will only have a copy of Dc1 to access the designated file.
Figure 8: Access control and key management [39]

4.4 Structure of decryption keys for mobile agents

The tree structure shown in Figure 9 is used to explain how to access leaf nodes’ confidential files in a hierarchical structure. Consider for example File j is an encrypted confidential file and Ci is the internal node which also represents a user. Here pr_i represents the secret key/private key held by user i. When pr_i has permission to access some encrypted files, it can obtain the confidential files from the corresponding leaf nodes. In this structure taking node C2 as example, C2 holds secret key pr_2 and based on its access rights, it can access File 1, File 2, File 3, File 4, and File 5. However, node C2 is not permitted to access File 6 as the node C2 does not have access rights to access File 6.
4.5 Sequence Diagram

Figure 10 shows a sequence diagram. This sequence diagram mainly includes sequence and flow in each process. In the first step, the user sends a file request to the mobile agent and the mobile agent will send the ID and file name to the CA. The CA will send the request to the database to retrieve the private key. After retrieving the private key, it will invoke the key expiration check phase to check whether the key is valid or not. If it is valid, then it will encrypt the file using the secret key and store it in a database. Then the mobile agent enters into the signature check phase and verifies whether the signature is true or not. If it is true, then the mobile agent will request the file from the server and the server will access the required file from the database. After retrieving the file from the database, the mobile agent will decrypt the file and display it to the user.
Figure 10: Sequence diagram of key management
5 Implementation of key management module

5.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is an approach to public key cryptography [41], [43] based on the algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields. In the 1980s, Miller and Koblitz introduced elliptic curves into cryptography and Lenstra showed how to use elliptic curves to factor integers. ECC is better than other public key cryptosystems in terms of having lower memory, computational requirements, higher security, and faster implementations [41]. The main advantage of ECC is that a small key of 160 bits is considered as secured as a 1024 bit RSA key. Two families of elliptic curves are prime curves and binary curves. Prime curves are defined over \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) and binary curves are constructed over \( (\mathbb{GF}(2^m)) \). Prime curves are suitable for implementation in software applications, because the computations do not require extended bit-fiddling operations. Binary curves are more suitable for hardware implementation because the computations require only a few logic gates to build an efficient and fast cryptosystems.

The elliptic curve over \( \mathbb{Z}_p \), defined modulo a prime \( p \), is the set of solutions \((x, y)\) to the equation \( E_p(a, b): y^2 = x^3 + ax + b (\text{mod } p) \), where \((a, b) \in \mathbb{Z}_p \) and \( 4a^3 + 27b^2 \mod p \neq 0 \). The condition \( 4a^3 + 27b^2 \mod p \neq 0 \) is necessary to ensure that \( y^2 = x^3 + ax + b (\text{mod } p) \) has no repeated factors, which means that a finite Abelian group can be defined based on the set \( E_p(a, b) \). The definition of an elliptic curve also includes a point at infinity, denoted as \( O \), which is also called the zero point. The point at infinity \( O \) is the third point of intersection of any straight line with the curve, so that the points \((x, y), (x, -y), \) and \( O \) lie on the straight line. Addition operations are computed over \( E_p(a, b) \). The addition rules are:

1. \( P + P = P \) and \( P + O = P \), where \( O \) serves as the additive identity.
2. \( -P = O \).
3. \( P + (−P) = (−P) + P = O \), where \( −P \) is the negative of point \( P \).
4. \( P + Q + R = P + (Q + R) \).
5. \( P + Q = Q + P \).

For any two points \( P = (x_p, y_p) \) and \( Q = (x_q, y_q) \) over \( E_p(a, b) \), the elliptic curve addition operation and which is denoted as \( P + Q = R = (x_r, y_r) \) satisfies the following rules:

\[
x_r = (\lambda^2 - x_p - x_q) \mod p, \quad y_r = (\lambda(x_p - x_r) - y_p) \mod p
\]

Where \( \lambda = \begin{cases} \frac{y_q - y_p}{x_q - x_p} \mod p, & \text{if } P \neq 0 \\ \frac{3x_p^2 + a}{2y_p} \mod p, & \text{if } P = 0 \end{cases} \)

5.2 Proposed Key Derivation Protocol

The proposed key derivation protocol (further described in [92]) uses an elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [86], [87] for providing the security in the CA’s and each MA’s areas. The following steps explain the public key calculation, signature generation, key derivation, key expiration checking, and signature verification phases in detail.
Step 1: CA assigns a private key to each user and defines the elliptic curve $E_p(a,b)$, where $y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \pmod{p}$ among which $a$ and $b$ must satisfy $4a^3 + 27b^2 \neq 0 \pmod{p}$ and $p$ is a large prime number.

Step 2: Choose a base point $\mu = (x, y)$ on $E_p(a,b)$, and then user calculates the public key using
$$pu_i = pr_i \mu \pmod{p}$$
$$pu_j = pr_j \mu \pmod{p}$$

Step 3: Next CA randomly chooses six random numbers $\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4, \gamma_5$ and $\gamma_6$. Then generates $\beta = \beta_1 \parallel \beta_2 \parallel \beta_3 \parallel \beta_4 \parallel \beta_5 \parallel \beta_6$ where $\beta_1 = H^y(\gamma_1), \beta_2 = H^{100-y}(\gamma_2), \beta_3 = H^m(\gamma_3), \beta_4 = H^{12-m}(\gamma_4), \beta_5 = H^d(\gamma_5)$ and $\beta_6 = H^{31-d}(\gamma_6)$. Where $y$, $m$ and $d$ represents year, month and date respectively, of the date of expiry and "\parallel" is the concatenation operator.

Step 4: Calculate $\alpha = H^{100}(\gamma_1) \parallel H^{100}(\gamma_2) \parallel H^{12}(\gamma_3) \parallel H^{12}(\gamma_4) \parallel H^{31}(\gamma_5) \parallel H^{31}(\gamma_6)$.

Step 5: CA chooses another secret random number $\lambda$ and uses the previously calculated parameters $\alpha$ and $j$ to calculate signature date-bound warrant $\alpha \oplus \beta$ and also the following public parameters $\sigma$, $Z$, $M$ and the private key $pr_j$ of user $C_j$. The calculations are as follows:
$$M = \lambda \ast \mu = (x_1, y_1) \text{ and}$$
$$\sigma = x_1 \pmod{p}$$
$$Z = \lambda^{-1} \ast (H(\alpha \oplus \beta) + pr_1 \ast \sigma) \pmod{p}, pr_1 \text{is the private key of } C_i$$
$$pr_j = H(\lambda, ID_j) \text{ Where ID}_j \text{is the public identifier of } C_j.$$

Step 6: If $C_i \geq C_j$, then $C_i$ can obtain $C_j$’s private key in the following manner. Use public parameter $\sigma$, $Z$, $\alpha$ and $j$ to calculate secret parameter $\lambda$, as follows:
$$\lambda = Z^{-1} \ast (H(\alpha \oplus \beta) + pr_1 \ast \sigma) \pmod{p}, \text{pr}_1 \text{is the private key of } C_i.$$

Step 7: Calculate $C_i$’s private key $pr_j = H(\lambda, ID_j)$.

Step 8: Then calculate $\alpha' = H^{100-y}(\beta_1) \parallel H^y(\beta_2) \parallel H^{12-m}(\beta_3) \parallel H^m(\beta_4) \parallel H^{31-d}(\beta_5) \parallel H^d(\beta_6)$. If $\alpha'$ is not equal to $\alpha$, then it means the key is already expired.

Step 9: Using the following equation, key signature check is completed by mobile agent.
$$k = Z^{-1} \pmod{p}$$
$$G_1 = k \ast H(\alpha \oplus \beta) \pmod{p}$$
$$G_2 = (\sigma \ast k) \pmod{p}$$
$$V = (G_1 + G_2 \ast pr_1) \mu = (x_1, y_1)$$

Calculate,
$$\omega = x_1 \pmod{p}$$
$$M = \lambda \ast \mu = (x_1, y_1) \text{ and}$$
$$\sigma = x_1 \pmod{p}$$

Step 10: Judge whether $\omega$ is equal to $\sigma$. If the two values are equal then the signature is true.

Mathematical Proof:
$$V = (G_1 + G_2 \ast pr_1) \mu = (x_1, y_1)$$
$$= \left( (k \ast H(\alpha \oplus \beta)) + (\sigma \ast k \ast pr_1) \right) \mu$$
$$= (k \ast (H(\alpha \oplus \beta) + (\sigma \ast pr_1))) \mu$$
$$= \lambda \ast \mu = M = (x_1, y_1)$$
5.4 Modified Access Key Hierarchy Based Key Distribution

The access key hierarchy shown in Figure 11 depicts our modified Access Key Hierarchy based key distribution algorithm. The Access Key Hierarchy consists of various levels and in each level various nodes are represented. Each node Ci represents a collection of users who register for that particular node Ci.

![Access Key Hierarchy Diagram](image)

**Figure 11: Access key hierarchy**

Root node in Access Key Hierarchy is represented as C1 and its subsequent nodes in subsequent levels are represented as C1+1, C1+2,...,C1+n where ’n’ is the maximum number of Access levels. The user who registers for the node Ci, he/she will be given full access to access all the files which are attached in the leaf nodes of the Access Key Hierarchy. Similarly, the access level is defined for the Access Key Hierarchy. If the user Ui wants to access the file 1 and he/she has registered for node Ci, he/she has to derive the next level user’s secret key K2 using the public parameter Y12 and the public value I2. After that he/she has to derive the secret key K4 using Y24 and I4. Similarly, all the lower level node keys K7, K11, K16 and K22 are derived in order to find the leaf node key value for decrypting the file1.

In general, if the user Ui registers for the node Ci and wants to access all the files in the access hierarchy, he/she has to derive the secret keys of the lower level node keys C1+1, C1+2 ,..., C1+n in order to access all the files File1, File2, ..., File n located in the leaf nodes.

The proposed key derivation protocol uses elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [5], [16] for providing the security in CA’s and MA’s area. The following steps explain the public key calculation, signature generation, key derivation, key expiration check, and signature verification phases in detail.

**Step 1:** CA assigns a private key to each user and defines the elliptic curve E_p(a,b), where \( y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \pmod{p} \) among which a and b must satisfy \( 4a^3 + 27b^2 \neq 0 \pmod{p} \) and p is a large prime number.
Step 2: Choose a base point $\mu = (x, y)$ on $E_p(a, b)$, and then user calculates the public key using

$$pu_i = pr_i \mu \mod p$$

$$pu_j = pr_j \mu \mod p$$

Step 3: Next CA randomly chooses six random numbers $\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4, \gamma_5$ and $\gamma_6$. Then generates $\beta = \beta_1 \| \beta_2 \| \beta_3 \| \beta_4 \| \beta_5 \| \beta_6$ where $\beta_1 = H'(\gamma_1)$, $\beta_2 = H^{100-y}(\gamma_2)$, $\beta_3 = H^m(\gamma_3)$, $\beta_4 = H^{12-m}(\gamma_4)$, $\beta_5 = H^d(\gamma_5)$ and $\beta_6 = H^{31-d}(\gamma_6)$. Where $y, m$ and $d$ represents year, month and date respectively, of the date of expiry and " $\|$ " is the concatenation operator.

Step 4: Calculate $\alpha = H^{100}(\gamma_1) \| H^{100}(\gamma_2) \| H^{12}(\gamma_3) \| H^{12}(\gamma_4) \| H^{31}(\gamma_5) \| H^{31}(\gamma_6)$.

Step 5: CA chooses another secret random number $\lambda$ and uses the previously calculated parameters $\alpha$ and $j$ to calculate signature date-bound warrant $\alpha \oplus \beta$ and also the following public parameters $\sigma$, $Z$, $M$, $l$, $y$ and the private key $pr_2$ of user $C_2$. The calculations are as follows:

$$M = \lambda \ast \mu = (x, y)$$

$$\sigma = (x \ast H(\alpha \oplus \beta)) \mod p$$

$$r = x \mod p$$

$$Z = (\lambda - \sigma \ast pr_1) \mod p,$$

$$y = \lambda_i - H(\lambda_i, l_j)$$

, $pr_1$ is the private key of $C_1$.

Step 6: If $C_1 \geq C_j$, then $C_1$ can obtain $C_j$’s private key in the following manner:

Use public parameter $\sigma$, $Z$, $\alpha$ and $j$ to calculate secret parameter $\lambda$, as follows:

$$\lambda = (Z + (\sigma \ast pr_1)) \mod p$$

, $pr_1$ is the private key of $C_1$.

Step 7: Calculate $C_j$’s private key $pr_j$ and next level secret key $\lambda_j$. The calculations are as follows:

$$\lambda_j = y + H(\lambda_j, l_j)$$

Step 8: Then calculate $\alpha' = H^{100-y}(\beta_1) \| H^y(\beta_2) \| H^{12-m}(\beta_3) \| H^m(\beta_4) \| H^{31-d}(\beta_5) \| H^d(\beta_6)$. If $\alpha'$ is not equal to $\alpha$, then it means the key is already expired.

Step 9: Using the following equation, key signature check is completed by mobile agent.

$$V = (Z + (\sigma \ast pr_1))\mu = (x, y)$$

Calculate,

$$\omega = x \mod p$$

$$M = \lambda \ast \mu = (x, y)$$

$$r = x \mod p$$

Step 10: Judge whether $\omega$ is equal to $\sigma$. If the two values are equal then the signature is true.

Mathematical proof:

$$V = (Z + (\sigma \ast pr_1))\mu = (x, y)$$

$$= (\lambda - (\sigma \ast pr_1) + (\sigma \ast pr_1))\mu$$

$$= \lambda \ast \mu$$

$$= M$$
6 Testing of key management module

This chapter describes the experimental test procedure applied to the proposed algorithm. Section 6.1 described the test bed, while section 6.2 describes the CA module, section 6.3 described the client module, and section 6.4 describes the server module.

6.1 Simple experimental cloud test bed

A simple test bed consisting of two computers with similar hardware (an Intel Pentium i7-2720QM (6 MB cache, 2.20 GHz clock) CPU, 8 GB of RAM, an Intel Ultimate-N 6300 (802.11a/b/g/n) Half Mini Card network interface, and a Seagate 500GB disk drive) were connected with a cross over cable. Each physical computer hosted five virtual machines using Proxmox VE 1.8. Proxmox is an open source virtualization environment. Each VM was running a copy of Microsoft’s Windows 7 operating system. We used IPv4 as the communication protocol stack for all VMs and the physical machines. Proxmox VE uses a bridged networking model. These bridges are similar to physical network switches, but implemented in software on the underlying Proxmox VE host. All VMs running on a single underlying host share a single bridge, thus it was as if virtual network cables from each guest were all plugged into a single physical switch. To avoid cross VM communication, VLANs (implementing IEEE 802.1q) are used to separate the networks; thus it is as if each VM were separately connected to the underlying physical system. Each VM can act as a master or a slave depending on the application deployed on this VM. The master node can use resources of one or more slaves at any given time. Each VM has to authenticate every other VM before sharing resources. Even if a VM belongs to the same logical rack, they authenticate each other and their communications are routed through the virtual router whose routing daemon is running on the underlying physical machine.

6.2 Central Authority Module

In this section we will describe the initialization, key assignment, and key expiration check phases.

6.2.1 Initialization Phase

The input and output of this phase are:

Input : The private key of the user and base point.
Output : The CA calculates the public key value

Figure 12 shows the Initialization phase. In the key derivation protocol, public key calculation is the initialization phase. To calculate the public key, the private key of the user and the elliptic curve base points are used. Initially the private key is converted into a binary string. If the binary string value is 1, doubling and addition operations are performed. If the binary string value is 0, only a doubling operation will be performed. These operations are performed until the end of the binary string. Finally, the public key value is calculated by the CA.
6.2.2 Key Assignment Phase

Figure 13 shows the Key assignment phase. Initially, the CA chooses six random numbers (Gama1, Gama2, …, Gama6) and gets the current year, month, and date. Next the CA performs hash operations using these random numbers and the current date. After that, the results of the hash functions are concatenated and stored as the beta value. In this key assignment phase all the public parameters (sigma, Z, and M) will be calculated.

The input and output of this phase are:

Input : Six random numbers.
Output : CA creates the signature and public parameters.

6.2.3 Key Expiration Check Phase

Figure 14 shows the key expiration check phase. In this phase, the CA calculates an alpha value using a hash function. Using the current date, month, year, and beta value, are hashed and then the results of the hashing are concatenated generating the alpha’ value. If the alpha and alpha’
values are equal, then the private key of the user is valid otherwise the key has expired. If the key is valid, then the signature and public parameters are sent to the user. CA sends the encryption key value to server for encrypting the files.

The input and output of this phase are:

Input : Private Key
Output : Check whether the key is valid or not.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 14: Key expiration check phase**

### 6.3 Client Module

This sections describes three of the client module’s phases: file section, key derivation and signature check, and hierarchical key access phases.

#### 6.3.1 File Selection phase

Whenever the user wants to access any type of file from the server, he/she has to register to access that service. Figure 15 shows the registration form. In this example, in order to register the user enters their user name, password, city, and state. After a successful registration the CA assigns a private key and userID and stores these values in the CA’s database. Figure 16 illustrates the CA login form.

The input and output of this phase are:

Input : Request the file
Output : Chosen file to be accessed by the user
There are various levels of users in the access key hierarchy. As a result, not all users can access all files in the server. Prior to the registration phase, the user had to select a subscription level. Figure 17 shows the User subscription levels and the selected level is used to assign the subsequent access level to the user. Based on this access level he/she can access files from the server. After registration, CA has assigned a private key and userID to each user. Figure 18 shows the Login form. The user enters their username and password. If these matched the values stored by the CA, then the user is logged in to the service at the specified level. After a successful login, the user selects the file to be accessed. Figure 19 shows the file selection form. Using this form the user can select the file they wish to access. The user can view all files which are located in the
server, but cannot access all the files. Based on the selected subscription level that the user selected before registering, they can access some of these files. If the user selects a file which they are authorized to access, then he/she can access the file, otherwise the message “you are not authorized to access” will be shown to the user.

**Figure 17: User subscription form**

**Figure 18: User login form**
**6.3.2 Key Derivation and Signature Check Phase**

Figure 20 shows the interaction with the client module. Initially, the user sends a file request to the CA to access a file from the server. The CA verifies whether this user is authorized to access the file from the server or not. If he/she is authorized, then the CA sends the public parameters and the created signature to the user. From these values, the user derives the secret key to decrypt the file. Figure 21 shows the key derivation and signature check phase. In the key derivation sub-phase, the user derives the secret key to access the file using the public parameters and the public value. In the key signature check sub-phase, the signature which was created by the central authority is checked. If the signature is correct, then the user can decrypt the file using the secret key which was derived in the derivation sub-phase.

The input and output of this phase are:

- **Input**: Public parameters and signature.
- **Output**: Secret key and verify whether the signature is true or not.
Figure 20: Client module

Figure 21: Key derivation and key signature check phase
6.3.3 Hierarchical Key Access Phase

Figure 22 depicts hierarchical key access tree. Initially the user derives the secret key of their own level using the secret key parameter, public parameters, and public key. From this secret key, the user derives all the lower level secret keys and finally finds out the decryption key of the selected file.

The input and output of this phase are:

- **Input**: Secret key parameter for particular level
- **Output**: All leaf level nodes and decryption keys

![Hierarchical Key Access Tree](image)

**Figure 22: Hierarchical key access tree**

6.4 Server Module

Figure 23 shows interaction with the server module. The server receives the encryption key which is sent by the CA. Using this encryption key the server encrypts all the files. When the server receives the requested file from the CA, the server sends the encrypted file to the user.

The input and output of this phase are:

- **Input**: Encryption key derived from central authority.
- **Output**: Encrypt the file using encryption key.
Figure 23: Server module
7 Results and Discussions

This chapter describes the performance of the proposed key derivation protocol and the proposed hierarchical access key performance.

7.1 Proposed key derivation protocol performance

Table 2 summarizes the overall computational complexity of the proposed key derivation protocol and compare it with two other existing key derivation protocols DCHK [89] and EDHK [90]. The notations used for comparisons are defined as: *Exp* defines the number of exponential operations, *Inv* is the number of inverse operations to be performed in various algorithm by using extended Euclidean algorithms [91], *Mod* is the modular division operations used in various algorithms, *H*, *M*, *PM*, and *PA* denotes Hashing, Multiplications, Point Multiplications, and Point Additions (respectively). *PM* alone requires ‘n’ point doubling operation if λ is equal to an n-bit binary number and it would take (a-1) point additions if the value λ consists of ‘a’ number of 1’s. Hence, point multiplication takes more computation time than the normal traditional multiplication. However, *PM* takes less computation time than exponential operations. Therefore, the proposed approach takes less computation time than DCHK since it takes only 2*PM*, whereas DCHK takes 4 *Exp*. Similarly the proposed approach takes less computation time than EDHK since it takes 2*PM* whereas EDHK takes 5*PM* in the CA. Moreover, the proposed approach takes less computation time on the user's side compared with EDHK since it does require one less *PA* and one less *PM* on the user's side (although it requires 3 more *Mod* and 3 more *M*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DCHK</th>
<th>EDHK</th>
<th>Proposed approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Authority (CA)</strong></td>
<td><em>(4Exp + 2Inv + 8Mod + 20H + 5M)</em></td>
<td><em>(5PM + 1Inv + 2Mod + 20H + 2M)</em></td>
<td><em>(2PM + 1Inv + 3Mod + 20H + 2M)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User</strong></td>
<td><em>(2H + 2M + 3Mod + 3Exp)</em></td>
<td><em>(2H + 2M + 1Mod + 1Inv + 1PA + 2PM)</em></td>
<td><em>(1H + 5M + 4Mod + 1Inv + 1PM)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows the computation times measured in milliseconds of the various functions. When compared with all the other functions, the Mod operation takes less computation time and PM takes the most computation time. Table 4 shows the measured computation time in nanoseconds for comparison. It is evident from the values shown in this table that the computation time for the proposed algorithm is better both for the GC and MA than the other two algorithms.

Table 3: Computation time complexities of various functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>16 bit (ms)</th>
<th>32 bit (ms)</th>
<th>64 bit (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Addition</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Multiplication</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Computation time complexities of various key phases with proposed algorithm with all times in nanoseconds (ns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Phase</th>
<th>Proposed Method(ns)</th>
<th>DCHK(ns)</th>
<th>EDHK(ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>160024417</td>
<td>12916383</td>
<td>17776945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>1327757684</td>
<td>125669766</td>
<td>1546020918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivation</td>
<td>3400416</td>
<td>122509119</td>
<td>1252036785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration</td>
<td>27563131</td>
<td>1252036785</td>
<td>1539056537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>28080974</td>
<td>1252036785</td>
<td>1539056537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2652080</td>
<td>4918147</td>
<td>10892414530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3056105</td>
<td>675401</td>
<td>14927668579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62443371</td>
<td>3259533</td>
<td>17259713769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22122763</td>
<td>4689462</td>
<td>3131462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33617340</td>
<td>6313985</td>
<td>43734521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43734521</td>
<td>3131462</td>
<td>19654424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2690311</td>
<td>3131462</td>
<td>19654424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11202652</td>
<td>19295886</td>
<td>19498114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25135795</td>
<td>19498114</td>
<td>19653439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36659748</td>
<td>19653439</td>
<td>19653439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The graphical results shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 are used to compare the key derivation and key signature check phase computation time of the proposed method with the existing methods. It compares the results obtained from the proposed approach and an RSA and an ECC based approach, specifically: DCHK and EDHK. From Figure 24 it is observed that when the key is 64 bits, the key derivation time is 5.9136ms with this proposed approach for updating all the keys from the root node to the leaf node, which is better than the other two existing schemes. Moreover, if the number of files to be accessed by a mobile agent increases, then the computation time gradually increases. However, it is still less than the time required with the other two existing approaches. The result shown in Figure 25 compares the key signature check phase computation time of the proposed method with the other two existing methods. When the key size is 64 bits, the computation time of the key check signature is found to be 36.6577ms in the proposed approach, which is better than with the other two existing schemes. As noted earlier, Table 4 summarizes the overall computation complexity of our AKH based Key Derivation protocol and two other well-known key derivation protocols: DCHK [89] and EDHK [90].
7.2 Proposed hierarchical key access performance

Table 5 and Table 6 compare the proposed key management algorithm with two other key management protocols. It is evident that the computation time for the proposed algorithm is less both for the GC and each of the MAs than the other two algorithms.

Table 5: Computation complexities of existing key derivation algorithms compared with the proposed algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Authority (CA)</th>
<th>DCHK</th>
<th>EDHK</th>
<th>Proposed approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Initialization</strong></td>
<td>((4\text{Exp} + 2\text{Inv} + 8\text{Mod} + 20H + 5M))</td>
<td>((5P + 4\text{Mod} + 20H + 2M))</td>
<td>((2P + 1\text{Inv} + 3\text{Mod} + 20H + 2M))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User</strong></td>
<td>((2H + 2M + 3\text{Mod} + 3\text{Exp}))</td>
<td>((2M + 1\text{Mod} + 1PM))</td>
<td>((1H + 5M + 4\text{Mod} + 1\text{Inv} + 1PM))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Computation time complexities of various key phases with AKH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DCHK(ns)</th>
<th>EDHK(ns)</th>
<th>Proposed Method(ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Initialization</strong></td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td>64 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1600124417</td>
<td>1291163383</td>
<td>1777496945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Assignment</strong></td>
<td>13277579684</td>
<td>16310765178</td>
<td>18439429736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Derivation</strong></td>
<td>3400416</td>
<td>4918147</td>
<td>6754401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Expiration</strong></td>
<td>27563131</td>
<td>28520380</td>
<td>30561050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Signature</strong></td>
<td>28080974</td>
<td>50840465</td>
<td>62443371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The graphical results shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 compare the key derivation and key signature check phase computation time of the proposed method with two existing methods. It compares the results obtained from our proposed key derivation protocol with the existing RSA based and ECC based approaches, specifically DCHK and EDHK. From Figure 26 it is observed that when the key is 64 bits, the key derivation time is 5.4112ms in the proposed approach for updating all the keys from the root node to the leaf node, which is better than either of the two other existing schemes. Moreover, if the number of files to be accessed by a mobile agent increases, then the computation time gradually increases. However, it remains less than with the other two existing approaches. The results shown in Figure 27 compare the key signature check phase computation time of the proposed method with the two existing methods. Our proposed key check signature phase when the key size is 64 bits takes 25.8973ms, which is faster than the other two existing schemes.

Figure 26: Computation complexities of existing key derivation algorithms with AKH

![Figure 26: Computation complexities of existing key derivation algorithms with AKH](image)

Figure 27: Computation complexities of various key phases with AKH

Table 6 summarizes the overall computational complexity of the proposed hierarchical access key as a function of the level in the hierarchy. The right column in this table shows the measured computation time in nanoseconds to compute an access key. From this table, we observe that when the user registers at level 1 it will take 599.5ms to derive the secret key for decrypting a file. The level 1 computation time is much greater than for all the other levels, because all the groups come under this level. If the user registers at level 2, then the number of files that can be accessed by the user is decreased when compared with level 1 and computation time at the level 2 to compute the access key is 433.95ms. Similarly at level 3 it takes 427.79ms to find the decryption key. Likewise, level 4 takes 417.55ms, level 5 takes 398.33ms, level 6 takes 385.18ms, and level 7
takes 375.87ms to compute the decryption key. Clearly it takes more time to compute this key as we go up in the hierarchy toward the root.

Table 7: Computation time for various levels (in nanoseconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Computation Time (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>599505728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>433955921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>427798821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>41750403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>398336207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>385184262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 7</td>
<td>375873060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 Intrusion Detection

An intrusion detection system with a “Genetic Algorithm based Feature Selection Algorithm for Effective Intrusion Detection in Cloud Networks” has been developed as part of this thesis. In this intrusion detection model a newly proposed genetic based feature selection algorithm and an existing Fuzzy SVM for effective classification are combined. The main advantage of the proposed genetic algorithm based feature selection algorithm is that it improves the detection accuracy of the fuzzy SVM classifier. The genetic algorithm filters most of the less relevant features and thereby provides minimum and required number of features to fuzzy SVM, which helps to reduce the classification time and increases the classification accuracy. The proposed IDS aims to detect the plausible attacks on the CloNe architecture with an acceptable success rate. This research is described in a research paper submitted to KDCloud 2012 “The 2nd International Workshop on Knowledge Discovery Using Cloud and Distributed Computing Platforms”. A copy of this paper is included in appendix B.
9 Conclusions and future work

This chapter concludes the thesis offering a conclusion and suggesting some future research. The chapter concludes with some required reflections on social, economic, and ethical considerations.

9.1 Conclusion

In this thesis a set of new techniques for securing different resources present in a cloud network environment which are not addressed in already existing CloNe security architecture have been proposed. For this purpose a new CloNe security architecture and a security system architecture that explains the newly proposed key management technique using mobile agents for providing effective security through an access control mechanism has been designed and implemented. This proposed key management scheme uses a hierarchical key management approach so that it is possible to provide fast and secure key update. Moreover, this hierarchical approach allows us to perform key updates effectively when a member joins or a member leaves. The main advantages of this proposed scheme are an increase in performance through a reduction in key computation and updating time and an increase in security based on the techniques used for key computations. From the experiments carried out in this project, it has been observed that the proposed key management scheme enhances the security and increases the availability and integrity of the system.

Further, to strengthen the CloNe security architecture, a newly proposed genetic algorithm based feature selection technique has been employed for effective feature selection. In addition, an existing classification algorithm called Fuzzy SVM has been used on the data set for effective classification. The main advantage of the proposed genetic based feature selection algorithm is that it reduces the number of features and hence decreases the classification time. Moreover, it improves the detection accuracy of the fuzzy SVM classifier by minimizing the conflicting rules that may confuse the classifier. The main advantages provided by this intrusion detection system are a reduction in false positives and increase in security.

9.2 Future work

In the future the users of the CloNe architecture must be able to use services such as OpenID for authorisation. This would enable customers to migrate from one cloud service provider to another cloud service provider more easily. This can be complimented with a new key management proposal to reduce the communication complexity in terms of the number of keys to be sent from GC to group members. Further extensions to this work are to devise reliable batch rekeying techniques for reducing the rekeying cost for batch join and batch leave. Reliability should be introduced in multicast key management scheme in order to compute the new group key from the previous group key values received from the GC when the new group key is lost. Another possible future task is to develop a new key signature algorithm to provide secure mobile communication in a distributed environment, since the schemes proposed and implemented in this thesis focused on centralized key management schemes.

9.3 Required reflections

Research which proposes new solutions in the areas of security and privacy potentially has many social and ethical implications. However, during the course of this project we have not encountered any major issues that have new social, ethical, or environmental implications. The research implications are essentially the same as for all the existing work in each of the areas.
For the economics of the project, I would like to express my gratitude to the Fraunhofer-AISEC for its funding of my research through the European commission “Scalable and Adaptable Internet Solutions”, SAIL Project (FP7-ICCT-2009-5-257448).
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Abstract — Cloud computing is expected to provide on-demand, agile, and elastic services. Cloud networking extends cloud computing by providing virtualized networking functionalities and allows various optimizations, for example to reduce latency while increasing flexibility in the placement, movement, and interconnection of these virtual resources. However, this approach introduces new security challenges. In this paper, we propose a new intrusion detection model in which we combine a newly proposed genetic based feature selection algorithm and an existing Fuzzy Support Vector Machines (SVM) for effective classification as a solution. The feature selection reduces the number of features by removing unimportant features, hence reducing runtime. Moreover, when the Fuzzy SVM classifier is used with the reduced feature set, it improves the detection accuracy. Experimental results of the proposed combination of feature selection and classification model detects anomalies with a low false alarm rate and a high detection rate when tested with the KDD Cup 99 data set.
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I. Introduction

Cloud computing has drastically modified the operating models of organizations reducing both capital and operational expenditures. Moreover, cloud computing virtualizes the physical resources and provides these virtualized resources through provisioning models devised for the cloud ecosystem, such as Software as a service, Platform as a Service, and Infrastructure as a service provisioning models.

Some, cloud service providers provide services to their customers without owning the underlying physical resources, by leasing the physical resources from a cloud vendor, thus reducing their capital and operational expenditures as well as the risks attached with owning and managing the resources. At the same time, the cloud vendor can amortize their already low per-head costs by provisioning their virtualized resource set to more service providers.

The capabilities of cloud computing are enhanced by integrating networking functions with it, which allows the cloud vendor to provision network resources along with other resources. This enables on-demand, dynamic, isolated, and elastic provisioning of virtualized network resources to the end user. In addition, it allows the cloud vendor to optimize various parameters such as network load, network latency, and resource usage. The European Seventh Frame work Program based project Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) introduces a new provisioning model, namely Network-as-a-service, which enables the provisioning of virtualized network resources. The project also describes a Cloud Network (CloNe) architecture as the backbone of a service provisioning infrastructure.

The introduction of network resources into the existing cloud computing service provisioning models introduces network-related security challenges. Some of these security challenges were described by Schoo et al., in [12], specifically information security, virtualization environment threats, and communication security. Fusenig et al. in [13] proposed a security architecture for strengthening the CloNe architecture by adding a security goal translation function, identity management function, access control policy function, and an auditing and assurance function. This paper describes the design and deployment of a Genetic Algorithm based Feature Selection Algorithm for effective feature selection as part of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) using a Fuzzy SVM classifier to support the auditing and assurance function of the CloNe security architecture. Conventional intrusion detection and prevention strategies, firewalls, access control
schemes, and cryptographic methods used in the past for providing security to the data communicated through the cloud networks have failed to prove themselves effective for protecting networks and systems from increasingly sophisticated attacks. The proposed IDS turns out to be a suitable solution to these issues. An IDS has become an essential component in security systems since it can be used to detect threats before they cause widespread damage. The design and construction of an IDS has many challenges including data collection, data pre-processing, identification of malicious nodes, reporting, and response. Among these activities, identification of malicious nodes is an important and essential activity.

The IDS proposed in this paper can be used to examine collected audit data. Intrusion detection paradigms are based upon models of intrusive or innocent behaviour, so that both internal and external intrusion attempts may be identified efficiently. Moreover, an intelligent IDS should be an effective defensive system that is capable of adapting dynamically to the changing traffic patterns and must be deployed throughout the network, rather than only at servers. This deployment is essential to detect attackers both at the individual nodes and also based on the traffic patterns in the network. The main factor that complicates constructing such an IDS is the necessity for an autonomously evolving system. Complicating this evolution are the huge amounts of network traffic, highly imbalanced data distribution, and the difficulty in recognizing normal versus abnormal behaviour of a user or application. As the audit database grows, even more data has to be considered when forming patterns, otherwise there is increased risk for a high false positive rate. Too high a rate of false positives defeats the purpose of an IDS as either too many alerts are generated that have to be handled manually or there are too many authorized actions which are prevented from occurring. This audit database is frequently augmented with additional real time traffic data. In most IDSs, the IDS is trained on the whole audit database. Our observations reveal that this database contains irrelevant and redundant features impeding the training and testing process, consuming unnecessary resources and leading to poor detection rate.

In order to improve the performance of an IDS, it is necessary to identify and remove the insignificant and duplicate information from the underlying dataset. Therefore, an effective IDS must have a pre-processing component that selects only the necessary features and a classification component for making efficient decisions. These components must work together to optimize the performance with respect to the detection time and to enhance the detection accuracy.

In this paper, we propose an intrusion detection system which uses a new genetic based feature selection algorithm and combine it with a Fuzzy SVM based classifier proposed by Lin [11] in order to create IDS that is effective in identifying intrusions present at the network layer. For this purpose, we propose a new architecture for host based intrusion detection system which will analyse the data present in the network. In order to validate this system, we use the KDD Cup dataset records split in the ratio of 9:1 to provide a tenfold cross validation of the effectiveness of the classifier. The main contribution of the proposed system is that it provides an architectural framework for integrating the feature selection system with the decision making system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys related works and compares them with this proposed solution. Section 3 describes a Cloud Network Security Architecture. Section 4 describes the proposed IDS system architecture. Section 5 offers details of the proposed IDS. Section 6 discusses the results obtained with the proposed IDS and a tenfold cross validation performed to test of the system. Section 7 concludes and suggests some possible future enhancements.
II. Related work

There are many works in the literature concerning feature selection and classification. Among them, a heuristic genetic neural network was proposed by Zhang [1] to improve the performance of intrusion detection, in which input features, network structure, and connection weights were considered jointly. Li et al. [2] combined a fuzzy SVM and a multi-class SVM based on a binary tree to develop a network IDS that increases the classification accuracy. Chen et al. [3] discussed the application of fuzzy transitive kernels as fuzzy similarity relations for developing a fuzzy roughest based classifier. They used the lower approximation in fuzzy transitive kernel based fuzzy rough set and assigned memberships to each object. Finally, they used this for classification, thus enhancing the performance of SVM for their application.

Jiang et al. [4] introduced class and sample weighted factors, thus to solve the problem of classification biases caused by uneven training sets. Furthermore, they constructed a decision model based on these samples to improve the classification accuracy. Zaman et al. [5] improved the Support Vector Decision Function approach by integrating it with a fuzzy inferencing model. They used the fuzzy inferencing model to improve the performance of learning approximation used for decision making.

El-Khatib [6] proposed a novel hybrid model that efficiently selects the optimal set of features in order to detect intrusions which are specific to 802.11. Their model for feature selection uses the information gain ratio which is used to compute the relevancy of each feature. Moreover, this system uses the existing k-means classifier to classify and select the required and relevant features of MAC layer which will help to improve the accuracy of intrusion detection systems and at the same time it will reduce learning time of its learning algorithm. Farid et al. [7] enhanced the performance of IDS by proposing a weight based decision tree. Guo et al. [8] proposed a new feature selection algorithm by combining rough sets and genetic algorithm to form a new clustering technique. Stein et al. [9] proposed a decision tree classifier for network intrusion detection with GA-based feature selection. The main advantage of their work is reduction in classification time.

Cao Li-ying et al. [10] combined SVM algorithm and LVQ neural network algorithm and applied it in network intrusion detection systems. They concluded as follows: (1) In contrast with BP neural networks, the convergence speed of SVM-LVQ model is faster and the method is easy to perform. Furthermore, its detection rate of attacks is significantly higher and error rate is lower. (2) The combined model method to obtain the recognition rate has improved significantly than the ordinary method. Krzysztof Cplaka [6] proposed a new class of neuro-fuzzy systems. Moreover, he developed a novel method for reduction of such systems without the deterioration of their accuracy. The reduction algorithm gradually eliminates inputs, rules, antecedents, and the number of discretization points of integrals in the “centre of area” defuzzification method. It then automatically detects and merges similar input and output fuzzy sets. Computer simulations have shown that the accuracy of the system after reduction and merging has not deteriorated, despite the fact that in some cases up to 54% of various parameters and 74% of inputs were eliminated. The reduction algorithm has been tested using well-known classification benchmarks.

The basic requirements of the IDS proposed in this paper are its seamless integration with the overall CloNe (security) architecture and the individual security functions. Moreover, the proposed IDS shall aim to detect the plausible attacks on the CloNe architecture with an acceptable success rate. In this paper, a new intrusion detection system is proposed which differs from existing work in many ways. First, this is a host based IDS and hence is more efficient than the existing network based IDSs. Second, we consider intrusions at the network layer and hence all the important attacks, including Denial of Service attacks, are captured effectively. Third, it uses a pre-processing technique based on genetic algorithms which intelligently performs attribute
selection. Fourth, it uses a new classification algorithm for effectively identifying the intruders. Finally, we use tenfold cross validation for validating the decisions made in this system.

III. Cloud Network Security Architecture

Figure 1 describes CloNe architecture, its supporting security functions and their interaction mechanisms. This CloNe security architecture aims to strengthen the CloNe architecture against the security challenges and vulnerabilities described in Schoo et al [12]. Fusenig et al [13] described holistic security architecture to address some of the security challenges of CloNe architecture. The security architecture comprises of a security goal translation function as its backbone, which translates the security requirements given by the different entities in the provisioning infrastructure. The security goal translation translates the security requirements into concrete resource configurations and sends them to the resource administration interface for deployment on the underlying resource set. The security functions include the backbone security goal translation function, auditing and assurance function, access control policy function, and identity management function.

The auditing and assurance function ensures that the security goal translation function and its supporting security functions are functioning in accordance with the operating policies specified by the different participating entities of the provisioning infrastructure. The auditing and assurance function devised for the CloNe architecture builds upon the Cloud Audit specifications, and integrates seamlessly with the supporting functions of the CloNe security architecture. An important addition to the auditing and assurance function can be the integration of an intrusion detection system which provides an acceptable success rate defined and measured using a metric-based approach. The backbone intrusion detection algorithm shall be described in detail in Section 5.

![Figure 1: CloNe security architecture](image)

IV. IDS architecture

The architecture of the IDS proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2. This IDS consists of four modules: User Interface Module, Feature Selection Module, Classification Module, and Prevention module.

The user interface module collects the networks data from the KDD’99 cup data set. The feature selection module selects the necessary features based on genetic algorithms. The Classification module is used to classify the data by using the Fuzzy SVM [11]. The prevention module decides whether the decision made by the classification module on the first set of records is valid and prevents the attacks.
V. Details of the Proposed IDS

In this paper, we propose a new intrusion detection system in which we have developed a new genetic algorithm based feature selection algorithm. Moreover, an effective classification algorithm called Fuzzy Support Vector Machines [11] has been used in this work for effective classification of network trace data. From the approaches used in this work, it was possible to find the intruders effectively.

Figure 2: Proposed IDS architecture

Proposed Feature Selection Technique Using GA

Genetic based feature selection algorithm has been used in this work in order to select suitable subset of features so that they are potentially useful in classification. Another advantage of GA based feature selection in this work is that it finds and eliminates the redundant features if any because these redundant features may misguide in clustering or classification. The reduction in number of features reduces the training time and ambiguousness, thus a weighted sum genetic feature selection algorithm has been proposed which has increased global search capability and is better in attribute interaction when compared to other algorithms such as the greedy method.

Proposed Framework for Genetic Feature Selection

Subset generation use a method of heuristic search by Lasarczyk et al. [14], in which each instance in the search space specifies a candidate solution for subset evaluation. The decision process is determined by some basic issues. Initially, the search starting point is decided since it controls the direction of search. Feature selection search starts either with a null set with features added one by one or it starts with a full set of features and eliminates them one by one. Both these methods have the drawback of being trapped into local optima. In order to avoid this we employ a random search. Figure 3 shows the framework for our proposed genetic based feature selection approach. This framework uses genetic operations to identify & select the most relevant features of the 41 features present in the KDD cup data set.

Next, a search strategy is decided. A dataset with N features has 2N candidate subsets. This value is very large for moderate and large value of N. In our test case, there are 41 candidate subsets which are quite large. There are three different types of search strategies. They are complete, sequential, and random. Complete searches like branch and bound are exhaustive searches. Sequential search such as greedy hill climbing add or remove features one at a time and find optimal features.

Random search generates the subset in a completely random manner, i.e., it does not follow any deterministic rule. When compared to above two approaches, the utilization of randomness helps to avoid the local optima problem occurring in the heuristic search space to obtain an optimal subset.
**Evaluation of Subset**

After the subset is generated, it is evaluated using an evaluation criterion. The best or optimal subset of features obtained using one criterion may not be optimal according to another criterion. Based on the dependency of evaluation of a subset using the classification or clustering algorithm applied at the end, feature subset evaluation criterion can be classified into independent or dependent criterion. Commonly used independent criteria are distance, information, dependency, and consistency measures. If a feature incurs greater difference computed using the above criteria than other features, then the feature that incurs greater difference is considered. This evaluation criterion uses the intrinsic characteristics of the dataset without applying any classification or clustering algorithms.

On the other hand, dependent criterion uses the performance of the classification or clustering algorithm on the selected feature subset in identifying essential features. This approach gives superior performance as it selects features based on the classification or clustering algorithm applied. The approach proposed uses dependent criterion for selecting significant features which are to be used in the detection process. Here predictive accuracy and feature count are used as the primary measures. Even though the computational complexity of this approach is higher than for an independent measure, it provides greater detection accuracy. Since feature selection is performed offline, the complexity involved in this is not related to the detection process and hence the time taken is immaterial.

**Stopping Criteria**

A stopping criterion determines when the feature extraction algorithm should stop. The proposed algorithm terminates, when any one of the following condition is met:

(i.) The search completes when the maximum number of iteration is reached or (ii.) When a good subset is selected i.e., the difference between previous fitness and current fitness is less than the given tolerance value.

**Validation of Results**

One direct way of result validation is based on the prior knowledge about the data. However, in real-world applications, such prior knowledge is not available. Hence, the proposed approach relies on an indirect method which monitors the change of the detection algorithm performance with a change of features. Experiments have been conducted with the full set of features and selected subset of features to compare the performance of classifier. From these experiments, it
has been found that the detection accuracy is almost the same in both the cases. Therefore, feature selection can be carried out to improve the performance of the system. In addition, tenfold cross validation was performed to ensure the correctness of classification accuracy.

**Proposed Genetic based Feature Selection Algorithm**

**Algorithm:** Feature set selection using weighted sum GA.

**Input:** Network traffic pattern (All features), Number of generations, Population size, Crossover probability (Pc), Mutation probability (Pm).

**Output:** Set of selected features.

Genetic_Feature_Selection () {

1. Initialize the population randomly with the size of each chromosome equal to the total number of features in the dataset which is equal to 41. Each gene value in the chromosome can be ‘0’ or ‘1’. A bit value of ‘0’ represents that the corresponding feature is not present in chromosome and ‘1’ represents that the feature is present.

2. Initialize the weights \( W_1 = 0.7, \ W_2 = 0.3, \) \( N \) (total number of records in the training set), \( Pc \) and \( Pm \).

3. For each chromosome in the new population {
   a. Apply uniform crossover with a probability \( Pc \).
   b. Apply mutation operator to the chromosome with a probability \( Pm \).
   c. Evaluate fitness = \( W_1 \ * \text{Accuracy} + W_2 \ * (1/ \text{Count of Ones})\}

4. If (Current fitness – Previous fitness < 0.0001) then exit

5. Select the top best 60% of chromosomes into new population using tournament selection.

6. If number of generations is not reached, go to line 3.

}

**Experiment Test Bed**

The simple test bed consisted of two computers with similar hardware (CPU: Intel Pentium i7-2720QM (6 MB cache, 2.20 GHz), RAM: 8 GB, NIC: Intel Ultimate-N 6300 (802.11 a/b/g/n), Hard Drive: Seagate 500GB) connected with a cross over cable. Each physical computer hosted five virtual machines (VMs) with Proxmox VE 1.8, an open source virtualization environment. Each VM was running a copy of Microsoft’s Windows 7 operating system. We used IPv4 as the communication protocol stack in both the VMs and underlying operating system. Proxmox VE uses a bridged networking model. These bridges are similar to physical network switches, but implemented in software on the underlying Proxmox VE host. All VMs share a single bridge, thus it was as if virtual network cables from each guest were all plugged into a single physical switch. To avoid cross VM communication, VLANs (implementing IEEE 802.1q) are used to separate the networks as if each VM were separately connected to the underlying physical system. Each VM can act as a master or a slave depending on the deployed application. The master node can use resources of one or more slaves at any given time. Each VM has to authenticate every other VM before sharing resources. Even if a VM belongs to the same logical rack, they authenticate each other and communications are routed through the virtual router whose routing daemon is running on the underlying physical machine.
VI. Results and Discussion

In this work, a new genetic based feature selection approach has been proposed and implemented in order to select subset of important features from the original feature set of KDD cup data set. The important features selected by the genetic based feature selection algorithm are used for classifying the data set in order to find the intrusions. In classification, the existing fuzzy SVM is used in this work. By this process, the 17 relevant features shown in Table 2 have been generated by computing the weighted sum GA values from the 41 features shown in Table 1, using the proposed feature selection algorithm. From the experiments conducted using these features, it has been observed that feature selection reduces the training and testing time and at the same time produces similar accuracy as that of full feature set.

Table 1: Features of KDD Cup dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Feature Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>duration</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>is_guest_login</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>protocol_type</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>service</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>serror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>src_byte</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>rerror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>dst_byte</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>same_srv_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>flag</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>diff_srv_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>land</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>srv_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>wrong_fragment</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>srv_serror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>urgent</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>srv_rerror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hot</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>srv_diff_host_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>num_failed_logins</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>dst_host_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>logged_in</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>dst_host_srv_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>num_compromised</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>dst_host_same_srv_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>root_shell</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>dst_host_diff_srv_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>su_attempted</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>dst_host_same_src_port_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>num_root</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>num_file_creations</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>dst_host_serror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>num_shells</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>dst_host_srv_serror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>num_access_shells</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>dst_host_rerror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>num_outbound_cmds</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>dst_host_srv_rerror_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>is_hot_login</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Name of the 17 selected features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the selected features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>protocol_type, service, flag, src_bytes, dst_bytes, wrong_fragment, hot, logged_in, count, serror_rate, same_srv_rate, diff_srv_rate, dst_host_diff_srv_rate, dst_host_same_src_port_rate, dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate, dst_host_serror_rate, dst_host_rerror_rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the comparison of detection rates between SVM and Fuzzy SVM when they are applied with 17 features returned by the feature selection algorithm. From this table, it can be observed that the detection accuracy of fuzzy SVM is higher than that of neural networks and SVM. Therefore, fuzzy SVM has been selected as the proposed IDS intrusion detection system.

Table 4 provides the comparative analysis of error rates between SVM and Fuzzy SVM classifiers when they are applied with the 17 features returned by the feature selection algorithm. From this table, it has been observed that the error rate is less in the fuzzy SVM when it is compared with neural network and SVM.

Table 5 shows the comparison of the classifier SVM and Fuzzy SVM with full features and also with the fuzzy SVM classification with 17 features. From this table, it can be observed that the error rate is reduced in fuzzy SVM leading to increase in classification accuracy when it is compared with the other two methods. Moreover, the detection time is also reduced when fuzzy SVM is applied with the reduced number of features. The increase in classification accuracy is due to the fact that the confusions made by irrelevant attributes are eliminated by feature reduction. In addition, the classification time is reduced due to the reduction in the number of rules to be applied for decision making with reduced number of attributes.

### Table 3: Detection Rate Comparisons of SVM and Fuzzy SVM Approaches with feature selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Types</th>
<th>Total Test Samples</th>
<th>Detection Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Fuzzy SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>47911</td>
<td>96.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>7458</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td>53.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td>83.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Error Rate Comparisons of NN, SVM and Fuzzy SVM Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Types</th>
<th>Total Test Samples</th>
<th>Error Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Fuzzy SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>47911</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>7458</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2L</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2R</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Comparison of SVM, Fuzzy SVM and Feature selected Fuzzy SVM Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Detection Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Error Rate (%)</th>
<th>Training Time (Milli Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>83.5821</td>
<td>6.5147</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVM</td>
<td>92.4612</td>
<td>5.2136</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Selection +FSVM</td>
<td>98.5123</td>
<td>3.134</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the performance analysis for the four types of attacks namely DoS, Probe, User to Root (U2R) and Remote to Local (R2L) when they are detected with fuzzy SVM with 41 features and fuzzy SVM with 17 features. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the detection accuracy is improved when the fuzzy SVM is applied with 17 features. This is due to the fact that the fuzzy rules applied to 17 features are less in number and do not conflicting with each other during decision making.

Figure 5 depicts the false alarm rate produced by fuzzy SVM with 41 features and fuzzy SVM with 17 features in five experiments namely E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5. From the figure, it can be observed that the false alarm rate is reduced when the fuzzy SVM is applied with 17 features. This is due to the fact that the decision accuracy is greater in the feature selected FSVM.

![Figure 4: Performance analyses for attacks](image-url)
Figure 5: False alarm rate comparisons

Conclusions and Future Enhancements

In this paper, a new genetic based feature selection algorithm for cloud networks has been proposed. This algorithm is used to select optimal number of features from the KDD cup data set for intrusion detection. Moreover, a framework for intrusion detection that uses this feature selection algorithm and then applies the existing Fuzzy SVM for effective classification of intrusions using KDD Cup dataset for securing the cloud networks has been proposed. The main advantage of the proposed genetic algorithm based feature selection algorithm is that it improves the detection accuracy of the fuzzy SVM classifier by providing minimum and required number of features. This helps to reduce the classification time in addition to the increase in classification accuracy. Future work in this direction would extend the fuzzy SVM with rough sets to further improve the detection accuracy.
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